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Abstract 

The study reported here is concemed with the 
influence of first language (LI) word recognition in a 
shallow orthography on word recognition in a second 
language (L2) with a deeper orthography (English). It 
also compared LI and L2 decoding skilis and 
investigated the role of individual differences in word 
recognition component processes on text 
comprehension in L1 and L2. The study was conducted 
with a sample of 27 grade eight Croatian children (the 
L1) who have been studying English (the L2) for 4.5 
years. Children were administered parailel LI and L2 
tasks focusing on text comprehension, naming le tters, 
words, pseudowords as well as a lexical decision task. 
The results indicate that (a) the processes underlying 
word recognition in L1 and L2 share similarities (These 
results contradict the hdings of the single-language 
studies conducted with the Serbo-Croatian language.); 
(b) attained reading s u s  in L1 correlate with reading 
skilis in L2; (c) in spite of Merences in orthographic 
depth between L1 and L2. there are similarities in 
reading processes: and (d) speed of naming may 
represent an underlying variable that is significant for 
word recognition and text comprehension in both 
languages. 
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Introduction 

We are living in a world of written words. and even if they are 

flashing in front of our eyes in bright colours or are being hidden in 

some new letter font we have never seen before, we can still decode 

them. or at least recognize them as a writing system. We are 

surrounded with messages that are not tied anymore to books. 

language. culture. or a certain caste of people. For a long time we have 

been living in a world in which being able to read is a prerequisite for 

survival. And those of us who can read, do not think much about it. we 

take it for granted. 

Reading in general. regardless of its importance. became a 

particular focus of psychologists in the mid 1960s. Being more 

specific. one should say that this Field re-opened recently because 

work on reading was done by Cattell in 1886 and some other authors 

in the late 1800s. as well as by Huey at the beginning of this century 

(Rayner and Poilatsek, 1989). However, the whole area of research 

virtually ceased during the behaviorist era -- until 1968. A vast 

amount of research findings has been produced in recent decades. 

Researchers do have some answers about reading processes. but since 

reading is such a compîicated SM. there are s a  many unanswered 

questions about this complex. yet everyday. almost ubiquitous abiIity. 



Investigators are debating over facts about reading processes in a first 

language; yet what we know about reading in a second language is 

more limited. There are many chîidren sitting in classrooms striving 

to overcome the obstacles of learning to read in a second language. 

How do they read? What do they process Brst? 1s the answer the 

same for al1 languages? How do chiîdren and adults leam to read in 

one language if they already read in another one well or poorly? Do 

they transfer reading skills from one language to another? How should 

reading be taught in a second language? These are some of the 

questions facing a teacher chailenged by teaching reading in the 

second language. 

The author's interest in conducting this study arose from her 

personal experience in leaming to read English. Secondly. as a 

teacher 1 felt a responsibiiity to understand the reading process as 

f d y  as possible. And last but not least. it is a great challenge to 

attempt to add another smali brick of knowledge to the road that 

leads toward better understanding of reading in a second language. 

This study investigates the effects of orthography on L2 word 

recognition by focusing on narning and lexical decision tasks. It 

examines similarities and differences in speed and accuracy in word 

reading in Croatianl and English. The target group consisted of 

- --------------------------- 
Recent m t s  in the centrd/south Europe brought a dfvorce to a poIiMcd dignment 

that existed fat aimost Mly years. Most of the wdsting research regardhg readtng 
processes in a shdow orthography was done on the Serbo-Croaffan language involving 
the two alphabets fexcept for one study that was conducted un the Croatian population 



children in Croatia who have been studyfng English as a foreign 

language for five years. 

here, in Canada], It is to be expected that comfng years wiIf bring new studies on the 
Croatfan language (for more fnformatfon about the Croatian language refkr to Brozovic 
(1975). Banac (1984) and Nizeteo. (1984-85)) based on its one alphabet, This study is one 
of them. These studies may shed a new iight on the topic dfscussed here. New research 
completed an the Croatian orthography will estabhsh a new terminology whkh is 
relevant to the ex[sting poiitfcal situation fn the new state of Croaüa. 



Literature Review 

About Writing and Ortfiography: How Can a Wdting System Be ShaUow 

or Deep? 

Writing is one of the most important means of comrnunicating 

by visible signs, and in order to preserve language and information 

through time and across space humans invented writing systems. If 

languages are combinations of syrnbols, writing is a system for 

representing these symbols. Because writing represents language and 

its stmcture. a writing system is technically referred to as a script or 

orthography (Olson. 199 1). 

Orthography may be deffned as an answer to the problem of 

representing spiken language in written form. One of the basic ways 

in which orthographies differ is in the extent to which the written 

form corresponds to the spoken form (Seidenberg, 1992). The 

attempt to rnake an efficient match between the written form. and the 

morphology and phonology of the spoken language, typicdy 

determines whether the orthography is classîfîed as a syllabary. 

syllabary-cum-logography. logography or alphabet. 

There are major differences in the degree to which the 

aiphabetic writing systems mirror the phonemic structure of their 

respective spoken languages. The reasons for these differences are 



located in the particular history of deveropment of phonological and 

morphological characteristics of each language. 

Within the group of alphabetic orthographies. there are 

different degrees of adherence to the strict alphabetical principle; the 

range of correspondence between grapheme and phoneme varies in 

consistency and completeness (Katz and Frost. 1992). According to 

the consistency and completeness of the correspondence between 

graphemes and phonemes. orthographies may be defined as either 

'shailow' or 'deep'. In shallow orthographies. the spelling-to-sound 

correspondence is direct. That means that the writing system 

uniformly matches (as closely as possible) the phonemic structure of 

the spoken language. In contrast. in deep orthographies. the 

relationship between grapheme and phoneme is less consistent. and 

the reader must more often leam the pronunciations of irregular 

words (Besner and Chapnik Smith. 1992). The Croatian orthography, 

iike Spanish or Italian, is an excellent example of a shaiiow 

orthography, while Engiîsh orthography rnay be considered as deep. 

The CroatLan Language and Its Orthog~aphy 

It has been said that most languages get the orthography they 

deserve [Katz and Frost. 1992). if one looks more closely at the 

linguistic and grammaticd characteristics of the Croatian language, 



one finds that inflection (the use of endings. *es and vowel 

alternations) is the principal method for differentiating grammatical 

meanings. Nouns. pronouns and adjectives have seven case forms that 

occur in both the singular and the plural. in addition to three noun 

genders (masculine, ferninine. neuter), Croatian distinguishes animate 

and hanimate noun forms as weli as personal and non-persona1 nom 

forms. Verb categories also have a complex character. Verbs are 

infiected to show present and past tense. completed and 

uncompleted aspects of verbs, and so on (Olson. 199 1). The verbs may 

be conjugated by varyhg the voweis of the root and by attaching 

affixes that indicate tense. number. person and gender. The meaning 

elements suggested by verb foms are voice, transitivîty, causation and 

inchoativeness ( e. g.. PLAKATI [to cry]. PLACEM [I am crying], 

PWCALI SU [they were crying 1. RASPLAKAû SE [he had started 

crying]; SE and S U  followtng the verb show reflexivity). 

Croatian is a heavily inflected alphabetic language and although the 

linguistic and grammatical characteristics of Croatian are cornplex. 

these complexities are nicely balanced with the shallowness of 

Croatian orthography . 
The Croatian language has an orthography in which each 

letter represents only one phoneme. That is, the grapheme-phoneme 

correspondence is unilorm and direct, and the language uses the 

Roman alphabet to produce 30 graphemes. Three phonemes are 

represented by graphemes that consist of two characters (dz. II and 



nj) while the remaining graphemes have one character for each 

phoneme. The Cyrillic alphabet (Figure 1) used in Yugoslavia also has 

30 graphemes, but only one of them consists of two characters. 

The English Language and Its Orthography 

English orthography is quite difTerent from Croatian. 

EngUsh has 26 graphemes which map ont0 more than 36 phonemes. 

In order to decide on the phonemic value of some graphemes. one 

often needs to consider neighbouring letters. There is a large amount 

of regular phonologie change between the words in the sarne 

derivational famiiy (Katz and Frost, 1992). English spelling represents 

in part a compromise between the attempt to maintain a consistent 

letter-phoneme relation and morphologicai communality among the 

words even at the cost of inconsistency in the letter-phoneme relation 

(e.g. HEAL-HEALTH o r  S T E A L - a m ) .  In reading English aloud, 

the reader must remember the pronunciation or remember the 

appropriate context-dependent nile for pronunciation (Katz and Frost, 

1992). 

The Merences between Croatian and Engiish wriüng 

systems have two linguistic causes. The h t  is related to the 

relationship between the phonology and morphology of the spoken 

Ianguage. According to Katz and Frost (1992). only a phonologically 



complex language can have a deep alphabetic orthography. The 

second linguistic cause is related to the option provided by the 

orthography of a phonologicaily complex language. Orthography can 

represent either morphologicai invariance [a deep orthography) or 

grapheme-phoneme învariance (a shaiiow orthography). The Croatian 

language follows grapheme-phoneme invariance. and as a language 

that is not complex phonologically. it does not have any other choice. 

The English language quaiifies as  a phonologicaily complex language. 

Although in principle it could have been written either as a shallow 

or deep orthography. the Engiish language developed a deep 

orthography and has consistent speliing of morpheme invariance. In 

other words. the letters preserve primarily the rnorphologicai 

structure of a word and only represent its sound when it is not 

predictable by generd phonological mles. There are dso  diMerent 

pronunciations of the same spelling (e.g.. consider the EA in HEAL- 

HEALTH) and identical pronunciations for dmerent spellings (e.g.. 

PEEL-DEAL) (Katz and Frost, 1992). 

Word Recognition and Reading 

Reading may be defined as understanding the rneaning of 

symbols, signs or gestures by looking at them and assimilating them 

mentally; considering something to have a certain rneaning; or 



touching Braille syrnbols and understanding them (Webster's 

Encyclopedic Dictionary. 1988). If one approaches this cornplex ski11 

a s  a psychologist or linguist, one may look upon reading as an activity 

that generally translates prfnt into sound (Lesgold and Perfetti. 1981). 

and through these processes accesses the stored meaning of printed 

words. 

Word recognition is widely understood to be a fundamental 

process of reading, because word recognition is a cognitive process of 

retrieving a semantic representation from a printed word (Akamatsu, 

1996), and is the most studied and stili most controversial issue in 

the field of reading [Adams. 1979). Below 1 review briefly major 

theories of the word recognition process. 

The Dual-Route Theory 

The dual-route theory holds that a skilled reader uses 

two independent routes for processing words; one is lexical 

(addressed) and the other one is the nonlexical (assembled) route 

(Humphreys and Evett. 1985). The lexical route is thought to operate 

by a direct mapping of a word's visual characteristics to a stored 

lexical representation. Phonological and semzntic information that is 

appropriate to the word rnay then be obtained. either because the 

phonological and semantic descriptions are stored dong with the 



orthographic descriptions. or because these descriptions are 

addressable from a separate orthographic lexicon. If the knowledge 

resources for orthographic. phonological and semantic descriptions of 

words are functionally separate, the lexical processing route contains 

two subroutes for access to phonology. In one subroute, access to 

phonology fs mediated by the access to the semantic knowledge 

resource. In the other subroute. phonological information is directly 

accessed from the orthographic lexicon Wurnphreys and Evett, 

1985). 

In other words, the duai-route model claims that one route 

is based on processing whole word while the other route is based on 

processing subword units. In order to pronounce irregular words (e. 

g., pint. haue. deajl correctly the visual route must be used. The use of 

spebg-sound rules for pronunciation of these words would result in 

an incorrect pronunciation (Colombo and Tabossi. 1992). Regular 

words (e. g., leaf. table, hil4 are divided to segments (e. g., the word 

hi12 is divided into three segments h, i, and II) and converted to the 

corresponding phonemes /h/, /i/ and /1/ following grapheme-to- 

phoneme rules (GPC). Because the nonwords do not have a lexical 

entry, they are also pronounced according to GPC niles. 

In most theoretical explanations of the dual-route model 

the direct route to meaning is assumed to nui in paraîle1 with the 

phonological route. thereby creating a cornpetition between these 

routes. For regular words. output of these two routes produces a 



consistent pronunciation. while for irregular words these two routes 

cause interference. Such an account of processing regular and 

irregular words explains why regular words are named faster than 

irregular words (Colombo and Tabossi, 1992). 

Connectionism and Word Recognition 

Connectionist models provide a new understanding of 

knowledge representation that is different from standard dual-route 

conception of use of spelling-sound correspondence niles. 

According to connectionist models. knowledge is represented in 

terms of weights on connections between units (Seidenberg, 1992). In 

other words, ability to read irregular words correctly is not due to the 

use of GPC rules but to "weights on connections between units in a 

lexical network that produce the correct input (orthographic) - output 

(phonological) rnappings" (Seidenberg 1992. p. 96). For example. 

the pronunciation of the s p e h g  pattern -ave depends upon the 

consonant in front of it. If the word starts with s- the pronunciation of 

-ave is [e i u], but if the word starts with h- the pronunciation 

changes in [æ u]. Connectionism states that a spelhg pattern is not 

represented by a single unit (and therefore does not have single 

pronunciation). but is represented by the same weights which are 

used in ail cases involving -sue. In sum. there is a net that maps fkom 



orthography to phonology, producing correct output for aIi words 

whether they are regular or irregular (Seidenberg. 1992). 

Orthographie and Phonological Processbg in Word Recognition; 

What is the Role of Speed of Naming ? 

A majority of studies investigating reading in the last 15 

years have corne to the conclusion that word recognition. a s  an 

automatic process. is the prirnary factor which supports ski l f i l  

reading and that phonological processing abiîities are the foundation 

of word recognition proficiency (Geva and Willows. 1994). The 

signiRcance of orthographic processing in word recognition and the 

overlap of phonological and orthographic processing is yet to be 

determined. One of the obstacles to discovering more about the role 

of orthographic processing in word recognition is partially due to the 

various defhûtions of orthographic knowledge presently in use by 

many researchers in this field (Berninger. 1994): due to these 

different viewpoints the problem is approached variously by different 

research teams. 

The importance of phonemic sensitivity for reading 

acquisition and speed of I d c a l  access has been clearly estabiished by 

reading researchers. Newer research (Bowers, et al., 1994; Wolf, et 



al., 1994). inqutry mostly situated in the Reld of reading disabilities. 

has brought a different perspective to the role of speed of naming 

simple symbols or letters in reading processes (Bowers et al., 1994). 

The evidence of naming speed deficits obsenred in children and adult 

dyslexies. and the studies using rapid or discrete letter naming, 

showed results that suggest that lack of letter naming speed interferes 

with forming precise orthographfc representations of words and 

accessing them efficiently (Bowers et al., 1994). Speed of naming is 

presently seen by some researchers as an additional cause of reading 

disabiîity which is not necessarily based on lack or failure of 

phonological processes, but on visual or orthographie aspects of the 

"processes indexed by naming speed" (Bowers et al., 1994, p. 175). 

Wolf et al. (1994) argue that it is necessary to distinguish naming 

speed from phonologicd processes, and offer justification for such a 

view: 
"[differentiatingl naming-speed fkom phonological processes 

[begins] with an understanding of the cornplex. interrelated 

perceptual. cognitive, and linguistic processes underIying 
naming-speed operations. Briefiy ... visual naming-speed 

requires: (1) attention to the stimulus: (2) visual perception and 
identification: (3) conceptual knowledge of the st[mulus; (4) 

integration of conceptual information with stored lexicai 

(semantic and phonological) information; (5) access and 
retrieval of phonological label: (6) rnotoric activation leading to 
articulation: and (7) precise rapid timing both within individual 

subprocesses and across them . .." (p. 145). 



Additionai support for such an understanding of naming speed is found 

in the results of studies (Spring and Davis. 1988; Bowers and 

Swanson, 199 1; Young and Bowers. 1994: referred to in Bowers et al., 

1994) when indicate that naming-speed tasks are related to reading 

independently kom other predictors. Note that in these studies digit 

or letter naming speed correlated with the measures of reading 

proficiency using both accuracy and speed. 

This body of research coming from the field of reading 

disabilities, brings to focus another controversy pertaining to the 

relative role of individual differences in orthographic and phonological 

processing. 

Automatidty and Mdiilai3ty 

Reading is a cornplex skill and the execution of many 

component processes requires attention. Execution of thfs cornplex 

set of component skiils would be impossible within a very short period 

of tfme (measured in milliseconds). Therefore one of the questions 

addressed in earlier research on reading concerned automatic word 

recognition. LaBerge and SamueIs (1974) proposed an information 

processing model in which the key elements are attention, visual 

memory, phonological memory and semantic memory. According to 

their model, difficulties in decoding are caused by lack of automaticity 



which causes the overload of the attentional system and places a heavy 

demand on short term memory and therefore prevents 

comprehension (Samuels. 1987). 

The importance of the automaticity theory is that this theory 

assumed that there is a diarerence between word recognition 

processes and postlexical processing; consequentiy. most inquiries 

by other reading researchers focused on prelexical processes such as 

orthographic segmentation. phonological coding and feature 

extraction (Stanovich, 1990). In sum, scientific inquiry centered on 

processes which were believed to be executed in a h e a r  bottom-up 

fashion without using conscious cognitive resources. The downfall of 

this mode1 occurred in the 1980's. when the results of developmental 

work (e. g.. developmental studies using the Stroop task) indicated 

that various properties of automaticity do not take place at the sarne 

time. but that speed, obligatory processing and capacity usage are at 

least partidy dissociable (Stanovich. 1990). 

The mid and late 1980's moved the focus in reading research 

toward another feature associated with the automaticity concept: this 

property was variously labeled as "functional autonomy" or "cognitive 

impenetrabllltyYStanovich. 1990). This perspective gained great 

attention with the use of Fodor's concept of rnodularity. Stanovich and 

Cunningham (199 1). addressing the question of whether reading is a 

form of reasoning. discussed Fodor's concept of rnodularity and 

prelexical word recognition processes. As  Stanovfch and Cunningham 



(1991) explained, Fodor's concept of modularity, iike the associated 

concept of automaticity. is a complex coristnict that comects a 

number of separate concepts, but the gist of the modular process is 

that it is executed automaticaïiy without the presence of higher-level 

operati ons. 

In word recognition. this means that previously stored word 

knowledge does not influence this process, and that a defining feature 

of modularity fs a concept of information encapsulation, i.e.. "the 

operation of a moduIe is not controlied by higher level processes or 

supplemented by information from knowledge structures not 

contained in the module itself ..." (Stanovich, 1990 p.82). 

Informational encapsdation has become the core of current 

theories of individual differences in word reading abiiity (Stanovich, 

1990). and some research Andings have begun to show that reading 

skiil increases as  word processes become increasingly encapsulated 

(Perfetti, 1985). 

Theories and models of word reading stiU present a 

challenge to researchers who are investigating reading processes in 

one's first language [LI) . AIthough rnany researchers in the field of 

reading agree that word recognition is an automatic and 



informati o n d y  encapsulated cognitive process (Stanovich, 1990). 

there are stiU a number of different explanatfons of how the 

transformation from print to sound takes place; the respective 

roles of orthographie and phonological processing and speed of 

lexical access are not clear yet. Even less is known about the 

development of word recognition in L2. 

Naming and Ledcal Decision Tasks in Word Recognition 

Jared and Seidenberg (1991) discussed the value of namfng 

and lexical decision tasks when investigating the role of phonology in 

word recognition. They saw the use of naming and lexical decision 

tasks in most studies investigating word recognition as one of the 

reasons for the ambiguity concerning the role of phonology in word 

recognition. According to Jared and Seidenberg (199 1). both tasks 

are of limited use when addressing questions conceming the 

mechanisms used to activate word meaning: naming may be 

accompiished by using knowledge of spelling-sound d e s  wîthout 

activating meaning as  in the case of namfng nonwords. 

A sirnilar critique extends to lexical decision tasks (LMî 

in which subjects determine whether the letter string is a word 

or not. 



For a long t h e  it was considered that response latency reflected the 

process of extracting information from a lexicon, and that lexical 

access is the only process being affected in lexical decision when 

manipulating the variables. However, Balota and Chumbley (1984) 

showed that "[th4 lexical decision process in the LDT may result in an 

exaggerated role of word frequency." (Balota and Churnbley 1984. 

p.340) . However, Seidenberg (1985) has argued that word frequency 

is the primary factor that determines whether or not assembled 

phonology is used to access the lexicon. He contends that. in any 

orthography, fkequently seen words wiil become familiar visual- 

orthographie patterns and therefore rapid visual access will occur 

before the (presumably) slower phonologicai code can be assembled 

from the print. Therefore. Balota and Chumbley's (1984) findings raise 

serious questions about the role of phonology in a lexical decision task 

and raise doubts about the extent to which phonological information 

infiuences lexical decision (if at aîi) in a task where high frequency 

words are used as stimuli. The argument is as follows: if naming words 

is obtained only through the assembled route without accessing 

meaning. it would not be possible to observe the effects of associative 

priming (lower RTs in naming words, when these words are preceded 

by an associative context than when they are preceded by an unrelated 

context). or faster naming of real words than pseudowords or faster 

naming of high frequency words than low frequency words. 

Nonetheless. these are the Bndings of a large group who studied 



word recognition processes te. g., Glushko. 1979 & 198 1; Frost, Katz 

and Bentin. 1987; Jared and Seidenberg, 199 1; Katz and Feldman, 

198 1 ; Seidenberg. 1985). 

Ali in ail. naming and lexical decision tasks continue to be 

used in word recognition research aithough their use is enriched with 

a new understanding of the possible entanglement of high and low 

frequency words within word recognition. The role of outhe,  shape 

and word- specific patterns is also being investigated through the use 

of naming and lexical decision tasks. 

Theoretical Perspectives of Word Recognition Rocesses Across 

Different Orthographies 

As mentioned eafier. a major focus of research in cognitive 

psychology for the last 15 years has been the question of how words 

are identified in the process of reading (Rayner and Poiîatsek, 1989). 

Many theories of word processing addressed differences in 

correspondence between graphemes and phonemes across 

orthographies. According to the orthographic depth hypothesis (ODH) 

the differences in orthographic depth lead to word processing 

Merences for naming and lexical decision. 



The ODH cari be fomulated as follows: Shaiiow orthographies 

support more easily a word recognition process that involves the 

language phonology while. in contrast. deep orthographies encourage 

the reader to process printed words by referring to the morphology, 

using the printed word's visual-orthographic structure (Katz and 

Frost, 1992). Katz and Frost (1992) have eIaborated that shallow 

orthographies are optimal for assembling phonology from the 

component letters of a word. and therefore the phonology is more 

easily avaiiable to the reader prelexicaiiy than in the deep orthography. 

They also point out that the more easily a reader can obtain prelexicai 

phonology. the more likely it wiiI be used for pronunciation and lexical 

access. This suggests that the reader of a shaiiow orthography would 

more easily recover a printed word's phonology prelexicdy by 

assembiing it from letter-phoneme correspondences than would the 

reader of a deep orthography. 

T k o  versions of the orthographie depth hypothesis exist: 

The strong ODH states that phonological representations derived 

nom assembled phonology alone are sufBcient for naming and lexical 

decision in s h d o w  orthographies. This impiies that. in a shaîîow 

orthography rapid naming is a result of a prelexicai analytic process 

and does not involve pronunciation obtained from memory [i. e.. 

accessing the lexicon). The weak ODH states that the phonology 

needed for the pronunciation of printed words cornes not oniy f?om 

prelexicd letter-phonology correspondences. but also nom memory. 



The latter is the result of a visual-orthographic addressing of the 

lexicon. The degree to which a prelexical process is active in naming 

is a function of orthographic depth. Therefore, prelexical analytic 

processes WU be more functional in shaiiow orthographies (Katz and 

Frost. 1992) than in deep orthographies. 

Besner and Chapnik Smith (1992). however. proposed an 

alternative viewpoint: the universal hypothesis. ln contrast to ODH, the 

universal hypothesis suggests that there are more commonalities 

across different orthographies than has been acknowledged. In their 

model they propose three ways of converthg print into speech: One 

way to narne a word is via semantics. When a word is presented. it 

activates its lexical entry Ln the orthographic input lexicon. which 

leads to the activation in the semantic system and then the 

activatization of the phonological output system. A second way to 

name a word is for the orthographic input lexicon directly to activate 

the phonological output lexicon. A third way is to use the assembled 

routine. that is a reader u t ikes  spehg-to-suund correspondence 

knowledge to translate subword orthographic segments directly into 

subword phonological segments and then assembles these 

phonological segments into speech. The term "addressed route in 

this mode1 is used to describe the first two ways of conveNng print 

into speech. Research based on this three-route model suggests that 

the addressed and the assembled routines are available in virtually all 

orthographies, not solely in the deep orthographies (Besner and 



Chapnik Smith, 1992). This model appears similar in some respects 

to the dual-route. Besner and Chapnik Smith's (1992) model and the 

dual-route theory both rest on the assumptions that the lexical and 

nonlexical routes operate independently of each other. and that two 

subroutes are present within the lexical route. In fact, if the dual- 

route theoxy is viewed as proposing two lexical subroutes, the 

universal hypothesis may be considered a version of the dual route 

theory. 

Reading in a Shallow AlphabelAcai ûrthography 

Research on the reading process in shallow alphabetic 

orthographies can be divided into research carried out on the Serbo- 

Croatian orthography and research done on shallow alphabetical 

orthographies of other languages, e.g., Persian. Italian. Spanish, Greek. 

voweled Hebrew. Most of the research on the Serbo-Croatian language 

was done by the same group of authors (e-g., Katz and Feldman. 198 1. 

1983; Feldman and Turvey. 1983; Lukatela and Twey.  1980. 1985: 

Feldman and Turvey. 1983; Twey, Feldman and Lukatela. 1984; 

Lukatela. Popadic. Ognjenovic and Turvey. 1980). in general, their 

results support the strong version of the orthograpaic depth 

hypothesis. These studies were single-language studies which are not 

suitable for testing the weak ODH (Katz and Frost, 1992) . 



The majority of the studies conducted on the Serbo- 

Croatian orthography were based on the two alphabets that exist for 

this laquage - Roman and Cyriîiic. A few multillngual studies on 

Serbo-Croaüan and Engiish orthography (Katz and Feldrnan. 198 1 and 

1983: a s  well as Frost. Katz and Bentin in 1987) investigated the 

infiuence of orthographic depth on visual recognition by comparing 

naming performance in Hebrew, EngUsh and Serbo-Croatian. The 

results of these studies support the orthographie depth hypothesis. as  

well. 

m e  the results from the studies conducted on Serbo-Croatian 

orthography do not apparently d o w  much space for a substantially 

different interpretation than that supporting the ODH. the evidence 

coming from the studies based on other shallow orthographies 

suggests dtfferent interpretations which will be discussed below. 

Research on the Serbo-Croatian orthography 

As was mentioned e d e r .  most of the investigations (except 

those of Lukatela and Twey.  1980: Frost. Katz and Bentin, 987; and 

Katz and Feldman, 1983.) were based on naming and lexical decision 

tasks investigating word recognition processes in the two alphabets. 

The difference between these two alphabets is significant enough that 

they cannot be looked upon as representfng two versions of the same 

alphabet. As one can see in Figure 2. some of the letters are the same 



in both alphabets (A, E. O. J, K. M and T); some are utterly different; 

some are ambiguous (B. C. H and P). in that their pronunciation 

depends on whether these letters are interpreted as Roman or 

CyrUiic. In their investigation of the processing relation between 

these two alphabets, Lukatela and Turvey (1980) drew the conclusion 

that the order in which the alphabets are acquired Ieaves a profound 

impression on the Iater decoding processes of adult readers of Serbo- 

Croatian. Their results indicate that. on a lexical decision task. the 

alphabet leamed fkst leaves its mark. although the subjects have been 

reading in the two alphabets for a period of 12 and 16 years. 



Figure 1: Similarities and Dffferences between Roman and Cyrfllic 
alphabets in Serbo-Croatian. 

Aithough both of these alphabets couid be present (in the 

former eastem Yugoslavia) in .a person's everyday Me (e. g., packaging 

of groceries, store signs, street names, newspapus, TV 

commercials and so on), not ail people have been equally exposed to 

both. 

In aimost ail studies fncluding Serbo-Croatian parOdpants, - 
authors have not provided Mormation as to whether sampllng 

processes considered which of the alphabets was acquired h t .  

(Note that naüves kom the eastem part of the former Yugodavia study 



the Cyrillic alphabet first, while in the western areas, the Roman 

alphabet was acquired first.) It is not clear, in many pubushed studies, 

which alphabet participants prefer and choose to use in the& 

everyday Me in reading and writing . The exception is Lukatela and 

Turvey's study (1980) where the authors were using grade one 

students in the Arst part of the study, and later focused their inquiry 

on the psychological relation between these two alphabets. 

One would expect that relative fluency in reading in both 

alphabets would be a signif!icant factor for interpreting the data in the 

above studies. It appears highly desirable to estabiish level of word 

recognition automaticiv in both alphabets for each subject early in the 

course of the study. This would allow more accurate interpretation of 

the data. especially in light of the dual route theory. For example, 

subjects who are Less fluent in one of the alphabets may approach a 

high fkequency word in the& "weak" alphabet using the same 

strategies as they would when reading a pseudoword or a low 

fiequency word in their "bette?' alphabet. Since the researchers did 

not measure the subjects' fiuency they were unable to conkol for this 

variable and their interpretation may have been inaccurate. For 

example. although both of these alphabets are shallow, .the fact is that 

it would be impossible to process nequent words composed of lettus 

in both alphabets as red words udess the subjects are equally fluent in 

reading both alphabets (e. g.. word SKY W B 0  in the Roman alphabet 

and HE60 in CyriUicl: 



NE60 where fbt two letters belong to the Roman alphabet. and last two 

are Cyrllllc letters) . Even in the case of equal fluency one may wonder 

whether it 1s possible to perceive a well known word. written using two 

alphabets, as a holistic pattern due to the presence of ambiguous letters 

(e. g., the word GAME (IGRA in the Roman alphabet and i4rPAi.n 

Cyriilic): IGPA. where the fkst two letters belong to the Roman alphabet. 

and last two are Qrikic letters). 

There are other confounds in this research which are less 

evident to non Yugoslavian researchers. For example. in Katz and 

Feldman's study (1981) American grade flve and college shidents and 

Yugodavlan adult readers were tested. The experiment focused on how 

syllable information is used in printed word recognition. The results 

suggested that Yugoslavian readers use syIIab1e information for word 

recognition more than readers who were reading Engiish. The authors' 

explmation for these results was that syllable coding is a more viable 

process for Yugoslavian readers because of its accessibility and efkiency 

in obtaining phonological information. 

Yet an alternative explanatfon is that. due to the infiected 

nature of Serbo-Croatian, it is to be expected that Yugoslavian readers 

would rely more on a syIlabic code which carries important morpho- 

syntactîc information (see Chim. Wfflows. Sun and Taylor. 1992). This - 

proposal contrasts with the authors' explmation that the readers reIy on 

a syMb1e code due to its accessibilîty and efnüency in obtatning 

phon010gical informa.tion. An additional vafiable in assessîng 



these results could be M e d  to a cornmon practice of printed text in 

Serbo-Croatian. whereby words are divided with a slash at the syllable 

boundary at the end of a Une (see Appendix 1 and II for examples of 

printed text in the CyriUc and Roman alphabets). In other words, due 

to morpho-syntactic Lnformation embedded in syllables and the 

salience of syllables divided by slashes. Yugoslavian subjects may 

perceive a syllable as a more salient unit in the word recognition 

process. In contrast, for English speaking adult subjects, the syllable 

may be less saiient as it contains relatively less iinguistic information, 

and syllable boundaries are not made saiient in text. 

A further limitation in above mentioned study involves the 

authors' attempt to remove or reduce the possibiiity of word-specific 

coding. In order to achieve this goal. they created a set of stimuii usfng 

both the Roman and Cyrillic alphabet. In this set, part of the word was 

given in one alphabet and following a slash the rest of the word was 

written in another alphabet. The authors justified this change in 

stimuli with an explanation that "roughly analogous technique in 

English would be to switch h-om uppercase to lowercase letters" (p. 

10 1). Thus Yugoslavian subjects were exposed to two alphabets, but 

American subjects were exposed to lower and upper case letters. 

Viewing two different alphabets as even a rough analogy to letter cases 

of the same alphabet is highly questionable. Hence it seems that 

studies conducted on processing Serbo-Croatian are flawed. The 

authors also ignored. as noted above. potential confounding due to the 



existence of alphabet bias (e-g.. influence of the first learned alphabet. 

possible difficulties caused by ambiguous and common letters and/or 

influence of various Ievels of fluency fn reading two alphabets). These 

methodologicai concems raïse doubts about the validity of conclusions 

conceming the effect of orthographie depth on word recognition. 

Support for these findings, however, came from a study by 

Feldman, Lukatela and Turvey (1985). In that study 34. grade 3 and 

grade 5 students were tested on speed of narning words and 

pseudowords (95 % leamed the Cyrillîc alphabet first). One half of a 

letter string was written in one alphabet and the other half was 

written in another alphabet, and ambiguous letters were included. 

Results showed that letter strings with ambiguous letters were narned 

more slowly and less accurately than their non ambiguous controls. 

Also, the more skilied beginning reader had more difficulties with 

ambiguity than the less skilled reader. Feldman et al. (1985) 

interpreted their data as indicating that skilied readers access the 

lexicon in such a way that an andysis of phonological components 

must be included. Their conclusion, was as foiiows: 
"the Serbo-Croatian orthography is phonologicidy very regular 
(permitting a vaiid prediction of how a word sounds solely on 
the basis of the lettus comprising the word) and as such 
encourages neither the development of the options for 

accessing lextcon. nor a sensitivity to the Unguistic situations in 

which one option fmes better than another. in this important 

respect it is very different from the phonologicaliy deep Engiish 



orthography which encourages (and. perhaps. demands) 
flexibility." (p. 88) 

An observation made by the authors was that the subjects did not treat 

a word as a holistic figura1 pattern. I t  would be interesting to h d  out 

how a group of bilingual children (e. g.. EngIish as L1 and Hebrew as 

L2) would name English words and pseudowords written half in the 

Hebrew alphabet and half in the English alphabet; it appears doubtful 

that such stimuli would encourage the reader to process them by 

referring to their morphology via the word's visual-orthographic 

structure. I t  appears that perceivlng a letter string written half in the 

Roman alphabet half in CyriiUc using ambiguous letters as holistic 

Bgural patterns is very improbable. if for no other reason than lack of 

familiarity with words written in such a manner. It seems apparent 

that. Ln order to decode and name those stimuli. the subjects needed 

to rely on phonological coding. 

Frost, Katz and Bentin (1987) investigated the influence of 

orthographie depth on visual recognition by examining naming 

performance in Hebrew, EngIish and Serbo-Croatian. The authors 

conducted three experiments in which they were investigating the 

psychological reality of the concept of ODH. using high and low- 

fkequency words and nonwords. semantic priming effects in naming 

arid combination of nonwords and real words in the stimuIus Iist. They 

found no frequency and lexicality effects in Serbo-Croatian. and 

interpreted these results as "strong support for the orthographical 



depth hypothesis ... [which] suggest, in generai. that in shdow 

orthographies phonology is generated directly from print. whereas in 

deep orthographies phonology is derived from the interna1 Iexicon" 

(Frost et al., 1987, p. 104). 

Seidenberg (1992) has challenged such an interpretation of 

the results and argued that the fkequency and lexicaliQ effect do not 

provide evidence for the use of direct. orthographic recognition 

process, but indfcate properües of the orthographic-phonological 

computation. Seidenberg reanalysed the data and suggested that the 

lexical decision data indicate frequency and lexicality effects in aii 

three orthographies: therefore orthography. in fact. shows very little 

effect on a lexical decision task. Such an interpretation challenges the 

orthographic dep th hypo thesis. given the assumptions that lexical 

decisions require access to meaning and that these three 

orthographies differ in the extent to which phonology influences 

access of rneaning. In particular, Seidenberg argued that there should 

be some Merence between the orthographies on a lexical decision 

task. But none were observed. in another study conducted by 

Seidenberg and Vidanovic (1985). a lexicaIity effect was found in 

naming words in Serbo-Croatian. One critique of their findings was 

based on their choice of primes in the& stimuli: namely. as primes 

they used associative relations. whiie previously mentioned studies (e. 

g., Frost et al., 1987) used semantic relations consistlng of categories. 



A recent investigation conducted by CareUo, Lukatela. Peter 

and Turvey (1995). which examined the effects of association. 

frequency and stimulus quaiity in naming words and pseudowords in 

Serbo-Croatian and English. also reported a lexicaîity effect in naming 

words in Serbo-Croatian. Although the results suggested the influence 

of frequency effect and associative priming in naming words, the 

authors stated that a satisfactory account need not require a differrnt 

understanding of processes underlying word recognition in Serbo- 

Croatian from one based on a well established assembled route. 

To summarize. a brief s w e y  of research on the Serbo- 

Croatian orthography points to seeming evidence supporthg the ODH 

as the only saüsmg framework accounting for word recognition in 

that orthography. Closer scrutiny. however. suggests that the role of 

phonological coding and possible role of orthographie neighborhoods 

in Serbo-Croatian orthography is stiiî unclear and needs further 

investigation. 

Research on other languages with shallow alphabetical orthographies 

Baluch and Besner (1991) conducted a study on the Persian 

language; they sought to determine what effect phonological 

transparency has upon word recognition. In the Persian alphabet. 

there are two ways of representing vowels. As a fùnction of the way 

vowels are represented in print it îs possible to contrast opaque and 

transparent words within a script. rather than across the scripts (as 



was done in some Serbo-Croatian studies reviewed above). The 

results from their experiments support the theoretical argument that 

transparent words are processed by using nonlexical spelling-to-sound 

correspondence rules, while opaque words are read using the 

addressed routine. 

An investigation completed on Italian and EngUsh 

orthography (Tabossi and Laghi, 1992) examined the semantic 

priming effect in both orthographies. As target pairs. the authors 

used only frequent words. The findings suggest that, as in languages 

with a deep orthography, reading in languages with shallow 

orthographies is usuaiIy performed lexically. Semantic priming effects 

disappear in shallow orthographies if the items lacking lexical 

representations (nonwords) are introduced into a list of fkequent. 

regularly stressed words. Under these conditions, the investigators 

concluded that actual words appear to be pronounced nonlexically. on 

the basis of assembled routine. 

These findings repkate the results of Katz and Feldman 

(1983) and Frost et al (1987) who also did not Rnd a semantic 

priming effect in Serbo-Croatian. No comparable effects were obsenred 

in English, in which word reading is beIieved to be accomplished 

with reliance o n  lexical knowledge. Nonlexical reading, Tabossi and 

Laghi argue, therefore has a quite limited use, even in a language with 

a very transparent orthography, me Itaiian. These results con- that 



the orthographic depth hypothesis. in fact, is "sinking" as  Besner and 

Chapnik Smith (1992) suggest in the title of their article. 

Another study concerned with the Spanish language adàressed 

the lexical effect in reading pseudowords (SebasMn-Gallés, 199 1). 

The results are inconsistent with theories that propose different 

reading mechanisms for languages with different orthographies: that 

in languages with deep orthographies like English, French and 

unvoweled Hebrew. skilled readers recognize words through the 

orthographie-graphemic code, while in the case of shallow 

orthographies. the readers rely on the phonemic prelexical code. The 

author hypothesized that because difTerent languages encode 

phonemfc information differently in their orthographies. the speed 

and ease of grapheme-to-phoneme translation varies from language to 

language. Thus it would be possible, in languages with shallow 

orthography, to recognize printed words through the prelexical 

phonological code more kequently than through the lexical code, 

although only in the case of words that are difacult to locate in the 

orthographic lexicon. The author found no reason to think that the 

orthographic way has to work dinerently according to different 

orthographies. She also rnentioned one more source of variation 

between languages that may affect reading processing -- average length 

and number of syllables per word. 

Another study that may shed a different light on word 

recognition processes in shaiIow orthographies was that of Borowsky 



and Besner (1991); the interaction between context and degradation in 

semantic priming in Engiish was examined. There were two 

experimental conditions: Both contained a related context, but priming 

in one was assessed against an unrelated context condition consisting 

of an unrelated word; the other was assessed against an unrelated 

context-condition consisting of asterisks. One of the reasons for such a 

design, lay in the authors' intent to "assess Lukatela and Turvey's 

(1987) assumption that a baseline context consisting of asterisks is 

functionally equivalent to a context consisting of unrelated words." 

(Borowsky and Besner, 199 1, p. 273). 

Lukatela and Turvey (1987) had argued that their findings in a 

lexical decision task for the Serbo-Croatian subjects provide evidence 

that lexical access is phonologically mediated, although Burowsky and 

Besner's data (1991) clearly show that a condition in which asterisk 

primes are used as a baseline does not yield the same pattern of 

priming metween context and degradation) which happens when 

unrelated-word primes are used. Lukatela and Twey (1987) 

compared a related context with an unrelated-prime condition 

consisting of asterisks instead of an unrelated-prime condition 

consisting of unrelated words. 

Borowsky and Besner's results indicate that Lukatela and 

Turvey's flndings are due to the basehe they used and not processes 

that underlie word recognition in Serbo-Croatian. Chitiri and Willows 

(1994) studied the effects of orthographie and linguistic 



characteristics on two phonologicai aspects of word recognition 

(syliable and stress); they used monolingual readers of Engiish and 

Greek and a letter cancellation paradigm. Among their findings, the 

more relevant results for thfs study suggest that the reading process 

in different orthographies is sensitive to orthographic and linguistic 

characteristics of the Ianguage (at least at  the levels investigated). 

Their results indicate that the presence of phonological code was 

more pronounced in Greek than in Engiish; the presence of visuai 

code in Greek was indicated by letter fkequency effects and by 

possible visual processing of stress effects. Although Chitiri and 

Wiilows' study (1994) supports the ODH, theh resuits depart 

somewhat from the stronger version of the ODH, opening some space 

for the presence of the other means than the use of phonological code 

in reading processes in shdow orthography. 

Frost (1994) conducted research on how skiiled readers 

approached word recognition in s h d o w  (pointed Hebrew script) and 

deep (unpointed Hebrew script). His results indicated that although 

the adult readers are exposed to unpointed Hebrew on a daily basis 

and are trained to use the addressed route in word recognition. when 

exposed to pointed Hebrew. theîr reading strategy changed and they 

relled on assembled route. The results of this study also provide 

support for the weaker version of ODH. 

As presented above. dong with ODH, the universd hypothesis 

and others, current theories requfre M e r  empiricd corroboration 



before one cm,  with more certainty, define common features of word 

processing in shallow and deep orthographies. 

Reading in a Second Language (L2) 

Previously mentioned studies were maMy focused on word 

recognition within different orthographies. A group of authors 

(Akamatsu, 1996: Chitiri, Sun. Wfllows and Taylor. 1992; Geva and 

Clifton, 1994; Geva and Siegel, 1994; Geva, Wade-Woolley and Shany, 

1993: Geva, Wade-WooIiey and Shany, 1997: Geva and Wade-Woolley, 

in press; and Gholamain and Geva, 1997) moved forward from 

investigating one of the subskllls (word recognition) in reading 

process across the languages and focused on exarnining word 

recognition and the development of reading skills in a second 

language. As these investigations are still in a process of definhg a 

theory of L2 reading. there is a tendency to rely on the theoretical 

frameworks for reading in L1, assumtng that processes underlying 

reading development in L2 are sfmilar. As mentioned above, a number 

of studies compared Ievel of decoding skiIls among readers in L1 and 

L2 (Chitiri et al.. 1992; Geva and CIifton, 1993; Geva and Siegel. 1994 

and Gholamain and Geva, 1997). These studies suggest that decoding 

skiils in L1 and L2 , although operating among very different 

orthographies. are nevertheIess positively correlated, and that 



individual differences in the development of those skiiis in L1 and L2 

c m  be predicted to some extent on the basis of cognitive and 

linguistic abilities such as phonologicd skills. memory. orthographic 

know1edge and speed of processing (Geva and Wade-Woolley, in 

press). 

Although the importance of carrying out research in L2 has 

been recognized, the amount of such research is sali limited and more 

carefully designed investigations are necessary to deepen our 

understanding of reading processes in L2. 

Rationale of the Reseat S M y  

Beside the more traditionai approaches reviewed earlier. 

which tend to support a weak version of ODH as unique way of 

processing words in a shaüow orthography, there is an alternative 

view. This option requires more time and more studies before it will 

be able to offer more relevant answers to researchers' questions 

pertaining to word processes across different orthographies. 

Frost (1994) summarized the alternative approach as a view 

that emphasizes the importance of orthography hiting the use of 

phonology in readhg processes. According to this approach. it is not 

the orthographic depth that dictates whether phonology is assembled 

or addressed but word fkequency. Thus in any orthography. fiequent 



words are farniliar visual patterns, hence these letter strings can be 

easiiy recognized through a visuaiiy based lexical access which is fast, 

and occurs before a phonological representation has time to be 

generated prelexicaily from the print. Therefore. because the 

orthographic structure is not transferred into a phonological 

configuration through the use of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion 

rules. depth of orthography does not appear to play a significant role 

in the processing of frequent words. The role of orthographic depth is 

relevant, however, when less farniiiar words and/or pseudowords are 

processed. Because such stimuii are less famiIiar, their visual lexical 

access is slow and phonology has enough time to be generated 

prelexicaily (Seidenberg. 1985: Baluch and Besner. 1991; Tabossi and 

Laghi. 1992). 

Most early studies investigating word recognition were 

carried out in the English language. There was an underlying 

assumption that reading processes are universal. and therefore studies 

in Enghsh were considered to be a sufacient source to provide an 

answer about processes involved in recognizing printed words. In the 

last decade. however, studies compIeted on non-Engiish languages 

have become comrnon. and these studies indicate that reading 

processes carmot be explained without considering the orthographic 

and Unguistic characteristics of the particuiar language (Frost, 1994). 

As a result of these studies. the effect of orthographic depth on 



reading has been a focus of current controversies (e.g.. Lukatela and 

Turvey. 1980; Katz and Feldman. 198 1; Tabossi and Laghi. 1992). 

Research conducted on the Serbo-Croati an orthography 

"point[s] unequivocally to a nonoptional phonological access route . .." 
(Carello. Turvey and Lukatela. 1992, p. 21 1) while research completed 

with other languages with shallow orthographies points toward 

presence of other routes beside the phonological. Most studies on 

Serbo-Croatian orthography were single language studies (except Katz 

and Feldman, 198 1. 1983: Frost. Katz and Bentin, 1987). In contrast, 

most of the studies conducted on other shaliow orthographies were 

cross-lingual (excep t Sebastih-Galés, 199 1 : Baiuch and Besner, 

1991). 

On the other hand. research pertaining to reading in a 

second language is still in the process of searching for a 

comprehensive theory. Furthemore. not too long time ago. there was 

little research addressing cornparisons of reading in non- Indo- 

European languages and languages with nomRoman alphabet, which 

could assist in building a theory of reading in a second language 

(Barnett, 1989). 

In sum, there is a need to carry out a cross-lingual study on 

the Croatian orthography with its one alphabet. a study which 

investigates word recognition processes in Croatian and is designed to 

investigate. at the same tirne, the similarities and Merences of 



word recognition processes across the Croatian and English 

orthographies. 

In order to avoid any possible alphabetical bias when naming 

words written in the Roman alphabet which may contain ambiguous 

and common Cyrillic letters, the present study was conducted on 

Croatian children whose exposure to the Cyrillic alphabet was minimal 

[if any) . Those children were in grade two when the war started and 

therefore learning the Cyrillic alphabet was not part of their 

curriculum any more. The careful selecffon of the subjects ensured 

that their first leamed alphabet was the Roman alphabet and that the 

cMdren were Croatians who started their formd education in Croatia. 

The intent of this study was threefold: [a) to test the relevance of the 

orthographic depth hypothesis to reading in Croatian and English; (b) 

to compare L1 (Croatian) and L2 (English) decoding skiIis arnong 

young readers; and (c) to investigate the role of individual differences 

in reading comprehension. 



Hypotheses 

According to the ODH, narning words in Croatian (a shdlow 

orthography] is quaiitatively different from narning regular words in 

EngIish (deep orthography). However. due to the lack of lexical 

representations in the lexicon. naming pseudowords in both languages 

is. accordingly, processed through the assembled route. Hypothesis 

H 1 is as follows: 

The subjects will name real words faster than pseudowords in 

both languages. The difference between naming m e s  for real 

words and pseudowords in the native and the EngUsh language 

will be substantial enough to indicate whether or not the 

assembled phonology is used to name real words. 

Many people read efficientiy in their Arst language. The 

question is do they transfer those skills to readtng in another language 

(Barnett. 1989)? Likewise. hypothesis H2 in this study is the 

followùig : 

The attained reading skllls in Brst language correlate with the 

paralle1 reading skills in the second language regardless of the 

dinerences in language proficiency and orthography. 

Similarities and Merences between LI and L2 reading 

processes are still in a focus of the debate among second language 



reading researchers. Many researchers have concluded that lirst and 

second language reading processes resemble each other based on 

research completed with advanced second language readers. Other 

researchers argue that reading processes differ between languages. 

and that subjects' general Ianguage proficiency level is a determining 

factor (Bamett, 1989). H3 therefore, can be stated thus: 

Reading processes in L1 are similar to reading processes in L2 

regardless of the differences in language proficiency and 

orthographies. 

Much of the research on the development of reading skiiis is 

based on reading in English as L1, and correspondingly, some 

assumptions about reading developrnent are extended to theories of L2 

reading. The role of individual differences in reading acquisition is 

another controversial issue in a second language reading. Therefore. 

hypothesis H4 is as follows: 

In spite of differences in language profkiency. individual 

differences in component processes play a similar role in reading 

comprehension in both languages. 



CHAPTER 2 : METHODOCOGY 

Participants 

Twenty seven. grade eight students (10 F and 17 M) 

attending three elementary schools in Zagreb. Croatia [one located 

downtown and the other two on the outskirts of the city) participated 

in this study. A consent form was sent ta the parents of ail grade 8 

students in these schools (approximately nine grade 8 classes). The 

participants were chosen by the author from the children whose 

parents signed a consent form. The criteria used for selection were 

as follows: (a) the duration of attending the Zagreb schools: (Due to 

the war many children ernigrated from other areas of former 

Yugodavia to Zagreb; this might add a potential corifounding effect as a 

result of children being exposed to different diaiects of the language 

and/or having had early exposure to the Cyrillic alphabet.): (b) 4.5 

years of continuous leamhg of EngIish as a foreign language (EFL 

instruction started in grade 4): (c) the existence of only one foreign 

language (English) instruction; and (d) the language/diaIect spoken at 

home being Croatian. 

In the majority of Zagreb schools, mandatory foreign 

language instruction is introduced in grade four. Some schools offer 

this instruction in grade one. but only as an extracurricular activity. 

The chiidren exposed to early foreign Ianguage instruction were 



excluded from this study. Most of the children in Zagreb schools l e m  

two or even three foreign languages, and it was dLORcult to find 

subjects who met all the requirements. in fact, more than 40 families 

agreed that their child could participate in this study; however, only 

27 children met the above rnentioned criteria. 

Measures 

To examine reading processes in Croatian and English. four 

tasks (letter naming, word naming. pseudoword naming and lexical 

decision) for each language were constructed. and accuracy and speed 

of narning were measured. AU tasks were designed in the same 

fashion. Stimuli would appear in a random order for each participant 

on a screen of a Macintosh laptop cornputer. Prior to each stimulus. a 

blank screen would appear which lasted for 300 ms; then a fixation 

mark would appear in the middle of the screen for 400 ms; this was 

followed by another blank screen for 400 ms, and then the samulus 

would appear. The stimulus would stay on the screen until it was 

named. The participants were instructed to read each item as quickly 

and accurately as possible. 

Each task was preceded by a practice trial consisting of five 

examples. prior to which the oral instructions were given in Croatian. 

The participants were told. prior to each naming task. that a stîmuius 



would appear on the screen and that their task was to read the 

letter/word /pseudoword as quickly and accurately as possible. They 

were also told how many items were in each task. Similar instnictions 

were given before the practice trials for the lexical decision task. 

Accuracy for each task in both languages is reported in terms of the 

percentage of items read correctly out of the total number of items in 

that task. Accuracy in determining appropriate conjunctions in the 

text- comprehension task for both languages is reported, likewise. in 

terms of percentages of correct items. 

eaction Time (naming speed) for each task is based on the mean 

reaction time of items named accurately. 

Cognitive Variable 

Short Term Memory Croatian IdigspanQ. In order to assess short 

term memory, a subtest of WISC - III Digit Span Forward and 

Backward in Croatian was used. The participants were asked to repeat 

strings of numbers that increased in length with each Ievel (fkom 2 

digits to 8 digits). In Digits Forward participants were repeating 

numbers in the same order as they heard them. whiîe in Digits 

Backward task the participants were repeating string of numbers 

backward from what they heard. Each correctly repeated string was 

assigned a score of 1. Scores range kom O - 14. 



Letter Naming in Croatian fletterCl. A üst of 5 printed letters (S. A. R. 

N and U) was used to measure accuracy and speed in naming letters. 

This iist included 50 items. Each letter appeared 10 times in a 

random order (discrete trial. letter narning speed) . The set of letters 

for this task consisted of two vowels and three consonants. An attempt 

was made to choose the letters whose names are the least similar 

across the two languages. 

Letter Naming in Enoish IletterEl. A paraiiel task was developed in L2 

which also hcluded two vowels and three consonants (E, O, D. T and 

Pl 9 

W-w minen Croatian IwordC1. A list of 30 Croatian n o u s  was 

developed to measure accuracy and speed in naming words (Appendix 

V). AU Croatian real words were judged (by the author of the study) 

to be frequent two syllable words. consisting each of five letters and 

one morpheme. I t  was n e c e s s q  to develop a îist of frequent words in 

such an arbitrary way because there is no standard objective word 

fkequency source of Croaüan words as we have for Engiish. Three or 

four words were taken fkom the Frost. Katz and Bentin's (1987) study. 

Word Naming in English IwordEl. A paralle1 task was developed in 

L2 (Appendix VI). English words were translations of the Croatian 

words whenever it was possible to do so. but mostly the words were 

taken kom Engush text books used in grades 5. 6 and 7 in the 



Croatian elementary schools. AU Engiish words were regular high 

frequency two syllable five letter words. 

Text Com~rehension Croati an Ltexcom~Cl was assessed via a cloze 

test. The Croatian version consisted of five paragraphs taken €rom two 

books which are suitable for young readers. The Croatian text 

consisted of 302 words. and comprehension was evaiuated on the 

basis of the participant's abiîity to choose the appropriate 

conjunctions. There were two conjunctions offered where each 

conjunction in the text appeared. Readers were required to unde rhe  

the conjunction that best fit the meaning of the sentence. Across the 

text there were 20 items to fil1 out (Appendix III). 

Text Comprehension Enash ltexcompEl was assessed by a cloze test 

similar to the Croatian version. The English version consisted of five 

paragraphs which were taken from the participants' English text 

books from grades 6 and 7. The Engiish text was longer than the 

Croatian and had 368 words: comprehension was iikewise evaluated 

on the basis of the participants' ability to choose the appropriate 

conjunctions. Across the text there were 20 items to fill out (Appendix 

IV). 

Pseudoword Naming Croatian [~seudoCb A list of 30 Croatian 

pseudowords was developed to measure accuracy and speed in 

decoding pseudowords. Each pseudoword was developed by changing 

one letter in a real word [consonant or vowel in each position of the 

word) used in the Croatian word naming task (Appendix VII): for 



example, from the Croatian word KORIST, a pseudoword KOROST was 

generated. 

Pseudoword Naming Endish f~seudoEL A paralle1 task was developed 

in L2. English pseudowords were developed by changing one letter in 

the real words (consonant or vowel in each position of the word) used 

in the English word naming task (Appendix VIII): for example, from 

the English word DOCTOR a pseudoword DECTOR was generated. 

cal Decision Croatian fiexdeccl. A Nst of 18 items (pairs of words- 

pseudowords) was developed to measure accuracy and speed of lexical 

access (Appendix U(). Each item consisted of a real word and a 

pseudoword. Item-pairs would appear on the screen at the same time. 

side by side. Half the time the real word was on the left, half the tirne 

on the right. The position of the real word on the screen was 

randomized. Ail words and pseudowords were two-syllable. five letter, 

one morpheme words. None of the items were used in any of the 

previous tasks. In this task the participants needed to decide which 

side of the screen contained the real word and responded by pressing 

the button (left index finger was positioned on the key designated to 

choose a word on left side of the screen and right index finger 

positioned on the key designated for right side prior to the onset of 

the task]. 

Lexical Decision English nexdecEl. A paralle1 task using identical 

procedures and principles was developed to measure accuracy and 

speed of lexical access in Engfish (Appendix X). 



Procedure 

The administration of the tasks took place during the second 

semester of the school year (1994/95). The testing was divided into 

two parts: group and individuai testing. The text comprehension tasks 

were completed through group testing. Speed in completing text 

comprehension task. in each language, was not controlled due to the 

difference in length of the Croatian and EngUsh texts. The participants 

received instructions in Croatian and were ailowed 10 minutes to 

complete bo th tasks. Ail participants first completed the Croatian 

comprehension and then the English comprehension task. This 

pattern was followed throughout the whole study. Individual testing 

was carried out for alI other tasks. 

The computation of the reaction time was automaticdy 

voice- activated and recorded on the laptop computer. The examiner 

manually documented errors in the naming tasks. Testing was carried 

out by the author of this study. PA sessions were audio taped, and the 

accuracy of the examiner's errors in scoring the English naming 

tasks was checked by a communication clinician. Individual testing 

was administered in two blocks with a 5 minute break between them. 

A testing session was conducted as follows: 



Block 1 - Croatian 

Narnine Tasks 

List of 30 pseudowords 

List of 50 letters. 

Lexical Decision Task 

List of 18 pairs of words/pseudowords 

Naming Task 

List of 30 real words. 

(5 minute break) 

Dieit S ~ a n  Test 

Block II - Engiish 

Namine Tasks 

List of 30 pseudowords 

List of 50 letters. 

Lexical Decision Ta& 

List of 18 pairs of words/pseudowords 

Namine Ta& 

List of 30 real words. 



CHAPTER 3 : RESULTS 

Correct responses were defhed as Ietters and/or letter 

strings that were pronounced accurately and whose IiTs were above 

300 milliseconds (ms). Most responses under 300 ms were usudly 

caused by some technical diDRculties due either to the high 

sensitivity of the microphone to environmental vibrations (e. g.. from 

an airplane or  a truck) or other noise such as stutter or cough. 

Accuracy for English pseudowords was judged according to the 

acceptabiiity of pronunciation. If pronunciation of the pseudoword 

appeared to be based on an analogy to a real word or if it was 

reasonable according to the pronunciation rules, it was accepted as an 

accurate item. In order to insure that accuracy for Engiish 

pseudowords was appropriately coded. 30% of participants' responses 

for English pseudowords was analyzed by a communication chician 

whose Rndings dif5ered for only 6.7% of the items fkom the author's 

coding for accuracy. In those cases the clinician's judgments were 

considered as the benchmark. 

Due to the large standard deviations on almost ail variables, a 

log transformation was conducted and, a Mal analysis was performed 

with the transformed data. Since the analyses based on the 

transformed data were not significanüy different from those based on 

the raw data. results reported here are based on analysis carried out 

with the raw data. 



In the lexical decision task. two letter strings appear on 

the screen at the same üme and the correct answer appears either on 

the leR or on the right. A t-test was carried out to examine possible 

right-left bias in the position of the real word in each pair (means. 

standard deviations and t-test results for lexical decision task 

according to the position of the real word in each pair are given in 

Appendix XII). The results indicate that the difference between the 

means is not statisticaliy signficant. In other words. for both 

languages the position of the real word in each item did not influence 

speed of lexical decisions obtained on these tasks. Position was 

therefore ignored in subsequent analyses. 

Rocessing Words and Pseudowords: 1s the Route the Same for Both 

Languag-? 

Because the difference between speed in naming words and 

pseudowords for both languages is positively correlated (Figure 3). the 

statistical significance of differences in KI'S associated with parailel 

tasks in Croatian (LI) and English (L2) was assessed with a 2 X 2 

analysfs of variance with task (word. pseudoword naming) and 

language (Croatian. English) as two repeated measures. 



There was a main &ect for ianguage F[L,26) = 19.42, p < 

.0002. This result reflects the fact that tasks perfomed in Croatian 

were accomplished signiflcantly more quickly than their Engllsh 

counterparts. There was also a signiffcant main ef'fect of task F[1,26) = 

40.27, 

p < .000001. refiecting the fact that, Ln both languages, participants 

named the words more quickly than they named the pseudowords. 

There was no significant interaction between language and task 

(F(1.26) = 3.89, p q.059). 

Figure 2: Croatian and Engbh Word and Pseudoword Speed Naming 
(mean RT) 

\ Croatian 
"+% English 

words . pseudowords 



While coding accuracy for pseudowords in both languages, it 

was noticed that sometimes participants named pseudowords as reai 

words although at other m e s .  the narning resulted in another non- 

word which was mispronounced. Error anaiysis was conducted to 

compare the incidence of pseudowords read as words vs. pseudowords 

which were mispronounced for each language. I t  was found that 35% 

of the errors in naming pseudowords in Croatian were pseudowords 

which were pronounced as Croatian real words (e. g., the pseudoword 

ZDEDAC was pronounced as the real word ZDENAC). and 54% of the 

emors in naming pseudowords in English resulted in pronouncing 

them as Engîish real words (e. g.. the pseudoword BASKIT was 

pronounced as the real word BASKET). The Wilcoxon Matched Pairs 

Test was performed to test for significance between frequencies of 

narning the pseudowords as real words and frequencies of other errors 

on pseudoword naming tasks within the each language. The results 

showed staffstical sigdcance (T = 59, pc .05) for Croatian. but not 

for the Engllsh language. 

In sum, in both languages participants named real words 

significantly faster than pseudowords suggesting that naming the real 

words in L1 and L2 utiked an addressed route. whiie in naming 

pseudowords in both languages. it appears that the subfects relied on 

an assembled route since they did not have an orthographic/visual 

representatîon of the pseudowords in either language. The error 

anaiysis (Le.. pronouncing a pseudoword as a reai word) suggests 



occasional use of addressed route in naming pseudowords. Hence. the 

evidence suggests that the route for processing words in Croatian and 

regular words in English is the same, regardless of the differences in 

orthographic depth of these two languages. 

Do Attained Reading Skills in L1 Comlate with Reading Skiils in L2 

Regardlegs of the Language Pmficiency and ûrthography? 

As stated earlier. attained reading skills were 

operationaked in terms of accuracy and speed in naming and lexical 

decision tasks. In order to determine if attained reading skiIls in the 

native language (Croatian) were correlated with reading skiils in 

English, the L2, the results for accuracy and speed measures in 

Croatian were correlated with the pardel English measures. These 

results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. As one can see, accuracy in 

naming letters, naming words and pseudowords in English was 

positively related to accuracy in naming pseudowords in Croatian. 

Furthemore, accuracy in lexical decision in Engiish was positively and 

significantiy related to accuracy in lexical decision in Croatian. The 

lack of cordations involving accuracy in word naming is likely due to 

the subjects' high accuracy rates on these tasks (see Table 4). 

Correlations between rneasures on which subjects did not reach 

ceilhg in English are positive and significant however. 



Table 1 

Correlations for Accuracy for Parallel Variables in Croatian and 

EnaIish * 

---------------------- 
* aU correlations above .38 are signfffcant at pe.05; 

aii correlations above .52 are significant at p <.O 1; 
aii correlations above .62 are significant at p c.001; 
al1 correlations above .68 are signfficant at p c.000 1. 

Letter Naming Croatian (letterC ) 

Word Naming Croatian [wordC) 

Pseudoword Naming Croatian (pseudoc: 

Table 2 presents results for correlations on speed measures 

in Croatian and English. As can be seen. these correlations are 

positive and high. The pattern of correlations reveals that the subjects 

who had faster Ki's in naming words. pseudowords and lexical 

decision in Croatian were also faster in naming words. pseudowords 

and in the lacical decision task in Engiish. However, speed in 

naming letters in Croatian was not signikantly related to any other 

variable. except for speed in naming letters in English. The standard 

deviations associated with letter naming speed in Croatian (see Table 

5) are extremely s m d ,  suggesting again a c e m g  effect which may 

account for the lack of sigdicant correlations involving this measure. 

1 M c a l  Decision Croatian kxdecC) 1 -21 1 .34 1 .33 1 -68 1 

letterE 

.30 

.O9 

.4 1 
1 

, word4 

-. 05 
.31 

5 1  

pseudoE 

.10 

- .15 
-43 

lexdecE 

- .17 

.15 

.37 



In sum. the results indicate that the subjects who achieved 

faster KI'S on the tasks in their native language also achieved faster 

RTs on parallel tasks in the L2. In general. speed measures are highly 

related to each other (Scatterplot for speed for pardel variables in L1 

and L2 is presented in Appendix XII.) indicatfng a presence of a 

common underlylng factor in Croatian and Engiish language 

proficiency . 

Table 2 

C e e d  for Paralle1 Variables in Croatian and Enelish* 

..................... 
* al1 correlations above .38 are sfgniecant at pc.05: 

aii correlations above .52 are significant at p c.01; 
al1 correlations above .62 are sigdicant at p <.O0 1; 
al1 correlations above .68 are sfgnificant at p c.0001, 

Letter Naming Croatian (letterc) .48 .19 .21 

Word Naming Croatian (wordC) 

Pseudoword Naming Croatian (pseudoc) 

M c a l  Decision Croati an (lexdecc) 

-38 

-49 

.48 

.56 

-63 

-61 

-73 

-73 

.69 



Table 3 

Correlations for S~eed and Accuracv - in Croatian and Enelish* - 

---------A--------------- 

*all comlations above .38 are sîlgnifcant at pc.05: 
aiï correlations above .52 are signtficant at p c01: 
all correlations above -62 are significant at p c.00 1; 
all correlations above -68 are significant at p <.O00 1. 

Table 3 summarizes the correlations among Croatian and 

English speed and accuracy indices. Means and standard deviati ons 

associated with these indices appear in Table 4 and 5. Accuracy in 

Croatian letter and word naming did not correlate wfth any speed 

measures. Given that performance was at ceüing on these accuracy 

measures (see Table 4) this Bnding is not surprising. Yet, accuracy in 

lexical dedsion in Croatian is negatively and significantly related to 

speed. Further. accuracy in narning pseudowords in Croatian is 



negatively correlated with speed in naming words. pseudowords and 

lexical decision in Croatian as  weil as with speed in lexical decision 

and narning pseudowords in Engllsh. Simiïar relations were obtained 

for accuracy in naming words in EngUsh. Specificaliy, accuracy in 

naming words in Engiish is negatively related to speed in naming 

words, pseudowords and lexical decision in Croatian, and speed in 

lexical decision in English. Speed in narning pseudowords and lexical 

decision fn Croatian and speed in ladcal decision in Engiish are al1 

negatively related to accuracy in naming Ietters in English. 

In other words, the participants who were faster in 

naming words, pseudowords and lexical decision in Croatian. and who 

were faster in lexical decision in Engiish were more accurate in 

naming pseudowords in Croatian. In addition, the participants who 

were faster in narning words and pseudowords and lexical decision in 

Croatian and Lexical decision in English also made fewer errors in 

naming words in English. Furthemore, the participants who obtained 

faster RTs in lexical decision task in Croatian were also more accurate 

in that task. Likewise, speed in lexical decision in both languages and 

pseudoword naming in Croatian was negatively correlated with 

accurate letter naming in Engllsh. 

The above mentioned results suggest that on the whole 

reading skills in LI correlate with the reading skiîis in L2. This is tnie 

both for accuracy and speed measures. Where the correlations are low 



this c m  be explained by fairly high accuracy obtained on the reading 

tasks in Croatian. 

Are Reading Rocesses in L1 Similar to Reading Rocesses in L2 

Reg~~:d]Less of the DiSeraces in Lamgpage Proficiency and 

-0mphyi' 

Means and standard deviations were calculated only for the 

correct responses for each experimental task. Means and standard 

deviations associated with the accuracy and speed data for al1 variables 

and memory are presented in Tables 4 and 5,  respectively. 

Average accuracy rate for Croatian tasks was 93%, but for 

Engiish tasks it was 85%. The participants made an average of 7% 

errors on the Croatian tasks and 15% errors on the Engiish tasks. 

However, even when they were accurate, they were slower in the L2. 

Their RTs were 26% - 30% slower in Engüsh than on the Croatian 

pardel tasks. 



Table 4 

Means .  Standard Deviations and t-Test for Accuracv (961 

Le tter Namf ng 

Word Naming 

Pseudoword Narning 

Lexical Decision 

I Text Comprehensior 

Digit Span 

Naming letters was the task with the highest accuracy rate in 

L1 and L2, and naming pseudowords was the task with the lowest 

accuracy rate for both languages. For these data, t-tests were carried 

out, and the results showed that there was a signiRcant difference 

between paralle1 English and Croatian accuracy measures for aii tasks. 

This pattern is represented graphicaiîy in Figure 3. 

Not surprisingîy. although the subjects were highly accurate 

on ail tasks in L1 and L2, their accuracy was superior in their native 

language. These results indicate that the participants were proficient 

readers in both languages. 



Figure 3: Parael Accuracy Measures in Croatian and EngUsh (mean 
correct items) 

r\ Croatian 
1 k English 

letters words pseudo lem'cal dec. 

task 

Table 5 

Croatian and English R T s  in msl 

Letter Naming 

Word Naming 

Pseudoword Naming 

L 

Lexical Decision 

Sp 

M 
Sp 

M 

Croatian 

492.07 

49.69 

588.91 

115.18 

724.14 

175.98 

1280.35 

392.08 

English 

768.14 

272.81 

823.88 

4ûû.26 

1066.05 

496.73 

1597.46 

827.96 



As can be seen in Table 5 and Figure 4, the RT means on 

p d e I  Croatian and Engiish measures were consistently lower on 

Engbh tasks. The t-tests indicated (Table 5) that these dinerences were 

statistically significant. showing a second language effect on all speed 

measures. 

Clearly. participants were significantly faster in naming in their 

native language than in the L2. One may. however. ais0 notice the 

identicai proflie across languages. and that a gap between phonological 

and lexical properties was consistent across tasks. The participants 

achieved the fastest RTs in naming letters in both languages and the 

slowest RTs in naming pseudowords. The participants were the fastest in 

both languages in naming letters and familia printed words. They were 

signiflcantly slower in naming pseudowords in both languages (a point 

discussed in an e d e r  section). 

Figure 4: Parallel Speed Measures in Croatian and EngIish 



Tables 6 to 9 provide a summary of intercorrelations for 

accuracy and speed among reading measures within L1 and L2. As one 

can see in Table 6 the only signiAcant correlation involving accuracy 

measures in LI is between lexical decision and pseudoword naming: 

participants who name pseudowords more accurately also are more . 

likely to read accurately the two letter strings in each pair and make 

an accurate decision about the one that is a real word in Croatlan. 

Table 6 

Intercorrelations for Accuracv Amone Reading Measures in Croatian* 

--------------------- 
*ail correlations above .38 are signiacant at pc.05: 
dI correlations above .52 are significant at pe.01; 

Table 7 presents intercorrelations for accuracy in L2. One 

notes the positive and signiflcant intercorrelations between naming 

words and naming letters. and between naming pseudowords and 

words. 



Table 7 

Intercorrelations for Accuracv morg Reading Measures in Endish* 

-------------------___________________L_______________________L_______________________L_______________________L_______________________L____ 

* all correlations above .38 are significant at pc.05: 
aii correlations above -52 are signiffcant at p c.01; 
al1 correlations above .62 are signiflcant at p <.O0 1; 
all correlations above .ô8 are signiacant at p <.O00 1. 

As can be seen in Table 8 the correlations are high between speed in 

lexical decision and naming words. and naming words and 

pseudowords in Croatian (while letter naming speed does not 

correlate with any of these variables apparently due to a ceiling 

effect). The pattern of intercorrelations among the speed indices in 

English (Table 9) is almost identical. except that in English letter 

naming, speed also correlates with the other speed measures. 



Table 8 

Intercorrelations for Speed Among Reading Measures in Croatian* 

Table 9 

IntercorrelaUons* for Speed Amone Readine Measures in Enais4 

--------------------- 
*dl correlations above .38 are signiflcant at pc.05: 

aii correlations above -52 are sigdicant at p <-01: 
al1 correlations above -62 are signiftcant at p c-001: 
ail correlati ons above -68 are s i e c a n t  at p <.O00 1. 

In sum. while correlations involving accuracy measures within 

each language do not reveal common patterns, as one can see in Table 

8 and 9. speed measures within each language cordate highly with 



each other. More irnportantly. these results indicate the presence of 

an underlying naming speed factor in LI and L2. The evidence 

therefore supports hypothesis H3 that word-based processes in L1 

are driven by similar cognitive processes in spite of dlfferences in 

orthography and language proficiency. Children appear to approach 

the various tasks in a similar manner. At the same time, as might be 

expected. they are more accurate and faster in the LI. 

Individu81 Dmerences in Component Rocesses of Text 

Compreheneion : 1s Their Role Similar in L1 and L2 Reading? 

In this section 1 examine the extent to which individual 

differences in word-based processes and memory can explain 

individual differences in reading comprehension. As a first step the 

relations between short term memory, accuracy and speed of naming 

measures were computed. The results are summarized in Tables 10 

and 1 1. As can be seen in Table 10. text comprehension in Croatian 

was not significantly related to any of the accuracy measures, yet text 

comprehension in English was signiflcantly and positively related to 

accuracy in naming letters and words in English. Digit span in Croatian 

was signiacantly and positively related only to accuracy in naming 

pseudowords in Croatian. 



Table 10 

Correlations Among Text Com~rehension. Memow and Parallel LI and 
L2 Accuracv Measures* 

--------------------_______________L_______________________L_______________________L_______________________L________ 

*ail correlations above .38 are signtacant at pc.05: 
aii correlations above -52 are sfgniacant at p <.01: 
ail correlations above ,62 are sfgniticant at p c.001; 
ail correlations above -68 are signtficant at p c.000 1. 

The results presented in Table 11 reveal very similar patterns 

for the correlations between text comprehension in Croatian and 

Englfsh. and word-based speed rneasures. In particular. text 

comprehension in Croatian was negatively and signfHcantly related to 

aU the word-based speed measures in EngUsh. Likewise. text 

comprehension in Engiish was negatively correlated with the same 

word-based speed measures in EngIish as weU as with speed in lexical 

decision in Croatian. In other words. the subjects with higher accuracy 

rate in text comprehension fn Croatian and the subjects with higher 

accuracy rate in text comprehension in Engiish named Ietters, words 

and pseudowords more quickly and made faster lexical decisions in 

English, and conversely. those participants who were poorer 

comprehenders were slower in performing the naming and decision 



tasks in English, their L2. The same pattern was also noted for 

the relationship between reading comprehension in English and 

speed of word-based processes in Engiish. 

Short term memory was signiflcantly related to speed î n  naming 

words and lexical decision in Croatian. In other words. participants 

with good short term memory were able to carry out the lexical 

decision task in their L1 faster. Short term memory was not 

significantly related however, to any of the English rneasures. 

Table 12 summarizes the correlations among comprehension 

and memory measures: The only signiacant correlation is between text 

comprehension in Croatian and Engiish. 

Table 11 

Correlations Amona Text Com~rehension. Memorv and Paralle1 L1 and 
L2 Speed Measures* 

--------------------- 
*all correlations above .38 are sfgpificant at pc05: 
aU correlations above .52 are sfgniücant at p c-O 1; 
aii correlations above -62 are sf&ntficatlt at p <.001; 
aii correlations above -68 are sfgnfficant at p <.0001. 



Table 12 

Correlations Amone Memorv and Text Com~rehension* 

----------------- 
*ail correlations above .38 are significant at pc.05: 

In surn. the results indicate that accuracy and speed in 

English letter and word naming play a significant role in reading 

comprehension in Engiish. Furthexmore. ali English speed measures 

were negatively and significantly correlated with reading 

comprehension in both languages. That is. the subjects who are fast in 

EngUsh word-based measures are likewise better comprehenders in 

L1 and L2. 

A set of forward, stepwise, multiple regression analyses was 

completed in order to investigate what cognitive/linguistic measures 

predict text comprehension in Ll and L2. I t  was noted that results 

were not affecteci by the order in which the independent variables 

were entered. The number and the order in which the predictive 

measures were entered into the prediction battery was based upon 



results of the correlation rnatrix. The foliowing measures were entered 

in the first set: accuracy in naming words. accuracy in lexical decision 

and rnemory (Croatian measures ); and accuracy and speed in naming 

letters. accuracy in lexical decision and accuracy in naming words 

(English measures). Multiple Regression results are presented in 

Table 13. 

For Croatian comprehension, only two predictors emerged as 

significant: speed in naming letters in English. which explains 47% of 

the variance, and short term memory which explains additional 10% 

of the variance. Individual dîfferences in English text comprehension 

are explained by four measures: accuracy in letter naming in English, 

which explains 46% of the variance: speed in letter naming in 

Engiish, which explains additional 19% of the variance. accuracy in 

naming words in Croatian, an additional 6Y0, and accuracy in lexical 

decision in English which explains additional 6%. It must be 

emphasized that finding such "predfctors" does not establish a casuai 

role for the predictor variables. Such a role is rather indicated by the 

theory used in setting up the regression analysis. 

In sum. the regression analyses suggest that speed of letter 

naming in Engiish, the L2. and short term rnemory are good 

predictors of text comprehension in Croatian. Further. accuracy and 

speed of naming letters in Engiish. accuracy in lexical decision in 

English and accuracy in word naming in Croatian are important 

predictors of text comprehension in the L2. 



The evidence therefore suggest the foUowing answer to the 

question conceming the role of individuai difTerences similar in L1 

and L2 reading: 

Speed of word-based processes in Engiish. the L2. are highly 

correlated wtth text comprehension in both languages. In fact, speed 

of letter naming in EngUsh emerged as a potent common predictor for 

text comprehension in L1 and L2. ahke. 

Table 13 

fiedicton of Croatian and Exgiish Te% Com~rehension: Forward 
Ste~wise Multi~le Remession Anabsis Summarv; 

Text Comprehension Text Comprehension 
Croatian Enalish 

Accur. 
1etterE 

Spee 
i e t t d  

Accur, 
wordC 
Accur, 
le,&& 
DU 
spanc 

Multiple 
R- 

Square 

n.s. 

-47 

S .  

n.s. 

-57 

R-  Multiple R- 
R- 'quare F Change change 

n.s. n.s. .46 .46 21.00** 

.47 

n.s, 

n.s, 

.IO 

2 1.77*** 

nos. 

~ L S ,  

5.53 * 

.65 

,71 

.77 

XLS. 

.19 

.O6 

.O6 

n.s. 

12.W ** 

4,75* 

5-85' 

ns. 



Sumrnary of Status of Hypotheses 

Hl The subjects will name real words faster than 
pseudowords in both languages. The ciifference between 
naming ümes for real words and pseudowords in the 
native and the Engüsh language wiU be substantiai enough 
to indicate whether or not the assembled phonology is 
used to name real words. 

H2 The attained reading skius in Rrst language 
correlate with the reading skiils in a second language. 

H3 Reading processes in L1 are similar to reading 
processes in L2 regardless of the differences in language 
~rofkiencv and ortho~avhi es. 

H4 Individual differences in component processes play a 
similar role in reading comprehension in both languages. 

supported 

supported 

supported 

supported 



CHAPTER 4 : GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Discussion 

The preçent study investigated the effect of orthographie 

depth on word recognition across Croatian and English orthographies, 

the extent to which reading processes in these orthographies are 

simiIar, and the extent to which there is evidence of similar sources 

of individuai differences underlying reading processes in L1 and L2. 

Processing Words and Pseudowords: 1s the Route the Same for Both 

LMguages? 

According to the ODH, naming words in Croatian is 

qualitatively different from naming regular words in English, and 

naming pseudowords in both languages is accompiished through an 

assembled route. In this study. in Croatian and in English. the L2, the 

participants named real (regu1ar)words signiflcantly faster than 

pseudowords. The finding that the differences between naming times 

for real words and pseudowords are significant, is important. I t  

suggests that the participants were mostly utillzing the same route 

when naming real words in both languages. It is important to note that 

naming tasks in English consisted of regular words and pseudowords. 

The error analysis conducted on namùig pseudowords 

showed that the errors in pseudoword naming task where the 



participants named Croatian pseudoword as  Croatian real word were 

statistically signi8cant. One may speculate that participants viewed 

some Croatian pseudowords as more similar to the real words than 

others and named them so. As mentioned before, the pseudowords 

were developed by changing either a vowel or a consonant in the real 

word. The same type of error was present in naming English 

pseudowords, but the number of pseudowords named as  reai English 

words compared to the number of mispronounced pseudowords 

resultfng in a new nonword. was not statisticdy significant. The 

reason for this Merence between Croatian and English pseudoword 

naming errors might lie in the participants' inferior orthographic and 

phonological knowledge in the L2 as weil as in their more limited 

lexicon also in the L2. 

The presence of this type of errors is consistent with 

connectionist models in which phonological and orthographic 

knowledge is represented in texms of weights on connections 

between units. and processing of letter strings depends on activation 

of the weights (Seidenberg. 1992) and not on the independent 

addressed and assembled routes. HypotheticaIly, the data could be 

explafned as follows: the participants named a pseudoword as a real 

word due the activation of weights on connections between units. and 

because of the dose similarity between pseudowords and words (e. g., 

SUSREP vs. SUSRET in Croatian or  WIMTER vs. WINTER in Engiish) 

they named the pseudowords as the reaI words. 



In sum. the results do not support the postulated effects of 

orthographic depth in processing words and pseudowords in both 

languages, and suggest that the participants name real words using the 

same route in L1 and L2. Further, evidence regarding processing 

pseudowords in Croatian indicates (based on the pseudoword error 

analysis) a parailel utilization of phonological and visuai-orthographie 

routes in both languages. Results fkom this and other studies involving 

s h d o w  orthographies (e. g., Sebastih-Callés, 199 1 ; Tabossi and 

Laghi, 1992) indicate that word recognition processes across 

different alphabetic Latin-based orthographies are similar, and that the 

ODH, insofar as it may explain processes of word recognition, needs to 

be modified. Specifically, high fkequency words with a similar 

orthographic structure are read in a similar manner in Croatian and 

English. We suggest that this is so due to strong connections between 

the orthographic patterns and phonological information. Pseudowords 

in both languages are named more slowly because the participants did 

not have strong connections between the orthographic patterns and 

phonologicai and lexical information. The flnding that children were 

more iikely to name pseudowords as real words in Croatian but not in 

English. the L2, is consistent with this explanation. Also, it is 

important to note that in the studies conducted on the Serbo-Croatian 

language. the authors did not carry out error anaiysis on pseudoword 

naming tasks and did not address the issue of word-based processes in 

a shallow orthography fkom this aspect. 



Do Attained Reading SkilIs in L1 Correlate with Reading Skills in L2 

Regardless of the Orthography ? 

The results of this study indicate that due to the participants' 

extremely high accuracy and very low variabiIity on letter and word 

naming in Croatian, there were no significant correlations associated 

with these measures. On the other hand. involving pseudoword 

naming and lexical decision suggests that these measures are more 

demanding and less automatized skills in both languages. 

Relatedly, speed in naming letters in Croatian is the task on 

which the participants were the fastest, and it apparently shows a 

ceihg effect. This probabillty explains the Iack of significant 

correlations of Ietter naming speed in Croatian with any other English 

component measures except for letter naming in EngHsh. Parallel 

indices of the other speed measures in L1 and L2 intercorrelate 

highly, indicating that transfer of an underlying common cognitive 

rnechanfsm fkom LI to L2 takes place. 

Are Reading Processes in L1 SimiZar to Reading Processes in L2 

Regardless of the Dzfferences in Orthography? 

The issues involving cornparisons between the first and second 

language readùig are not resolved yet Some might argue that level of 

L2 proficiency is the main factor which determines the scope of 

differences between reading in L1 and L2. Others maintain that the 

reading processes in L2 are analogous to L1 processes (Barnett, 1989). 



In this study an additional dimension is added to this a r p e n t .  the 

potential difference in the orthographie depth between LI and L2. 

Results of the research reported here point to similarities 

between L1 and L2 processes. For example, an examination of results 

concerning paralle1 L1 and L2 speed measures results reveals that in 

both languages the participants obtained the highest speed in naming 

letters and the lowest speed when naming pseudowords. These 

findings support results of other studies where a lexicality effect was 

observed (e. g., Balota and Chumbley. 1984; Seidenberg, 1985) and 

underscore the relevance of this phenornenon to L2 reading in 

alphabetic languages. The results indicate a second language effect 

and a transfer of reading skilis from L1 to L2. 

Segalowitz (1986) found that reduced automaticity in L2 

reading is present even in highly skllled bilinguals. According to 

Segalowitz. second language reading is slower because of a less deep 

activation of semantic representations and constraints on 

representation in working memory which reduces automaticity. 

Bierniller (198 1) and Ehri and Wilce (1983) have shown that accuracy 

develops before speed in reading English as LI. Results of the present 

study extend Ehri and Wilce's hding to the development of reading 

s u s  in English as a second language. The participants were slower 

on EngIish than on paraliel Croatian tasks. and they made more errors 

on Engîish than on Croatian tasks. 



Likewise, the pattern of correlations between speed and 

accuracy indices across L1 and L2 indicate that although the 

participants' language proficiency levels differ in L1 and L2. the 

reading processes in a second language correlate with the processes 

in LI. 

The results pertaining to the naming tasks in both languages 

show that the participants were significantly faster and more accurate 

in their L1 than in L2. These results do not corne as a surprise, but 

they confirm the presence of linguistic dinerences between L1 and L2 

proficiency. At the same tirne, it is important to note that the pattern 

across languages was identical. and that a gap between phonological 

and lexical properties was consistent acmss the tasks. 

Furthemore, intercorrelations involving speed measures 

within each language indicate the presence of a common underlying 

speed factor in both languages. 

There were no signiecant intercorrelations involving 

accuracy in Croatian due to the extremely high accuracy across the 

tasks. However, intercorrelations involving L2 accuracy revealed 

that L2 letter naming is moderately related to word recognition. This 

f'inding supports the results of the other authors who determined that 

for beginning readers proficient Ietter identification is an essential 

indicator of efficient decoding (e.g.. Ehri. 1991). Since participants in 

this study were grade 8 students who are skiiied readers in their 



native language. these results suggest that accurate letter naming is an 

indicator of efficient decoding in a second knguage. 

Indiuidual Differences in Component Processes of Text 

Comprehension: 1s Their Role Similar in L1 and L2 Reading? 

Not surprisingly perhaps. individual differences in text 

comprehension in English. the L2. were related to accuracy in naming 

letters and words in the L2. 

More interesting is the finding that speed of narning letters 

in English, the L2. is highly related to text comprehension in Croatian 

and English. In addition speed in lexical decision in both languages is 

related to text comprehension in Engiish. and speed of L2 word and 

pseudoword naming is related to comprehension in both languages. 

Again. speed of lexical access appears to be an important aspect of 

comprehension. Thus it appears that efnciency in carrying out basic 

word-level processes correlates with discourse processing in both 

languages. Furthemore, L2-based measures seem to be more sensitive 

to individual dmerences and thus they play a significant role in 

explaining individual differences in text processing in L1 and L2 alike. 

The present resuits suggest that there is another underlying 

factor in naming letters , besides phonologicd sensitivity, and that 

speed of naming is an important indicator of text comprehension in 

LI and L2. These resuits support Bowers et al. (1994) and Wolf et al. 

(1994). These authors argued that slow naming speed interferes 



with forming precise orthographic representations of words and 

accessing them efficiently. 

Stanovich (1 992) also pointed out that, besides phonological 

sensitivity. there must be another cognitive variable, the lack of which 

rnay cause the failure in developing reading skius. Ehri (1991) and 

Baron (1986) emphasized that lexical access depends upon the 

verifkation of accurate orthographic representations in memory. 

The present Bndings indicate that speed of naming may 

represent the "missing" cognitive variable that may enable children to 

acquire reading rapidly. Relatedly, the regression analyses indicate 

that speed of letter naming in English emerged as the most signincant 

predictor for Croatian text comprehension followed by working 

memory. Accuracy and speed of letter narning in English emerged 

also as the rnost signincant predictors for English text 

comprehension. These Rndings undexmine the contention that 

speed of letter naming is s igdcan t  only Li1 lower level reading 

processes. Given the cross-linguistic relevance of letter naming speed 

suggest that the key variable is not language-specific. instead, it 

appears that an underlying cognitive-Unguistic mechanism which 

involves the speed with which verbal codes can be named is a driving 

force. Note that Geva (1997) reports sirnilar results between English 

and Hebrew. 



General Conclusion 

In sum. the results of this study indicate the following: 

(a) Reading processes in Croatian and Engiish orthographies have 

more in common than the ODH ailows. because real regular words in 

both languages are apparently processed utiiizing a similar route. Such 

results contradict those of the authors who conducted single-language 

studies with the Serbo-Croatian language (e. g., Katz and Feldman. 

198 1. 1983; Feldman and Turvey. 1983; Lukatela and Turvey. 1980. 

1985; Feldman and Turvey, 1983; Turvey. Feldman and Lukatela. 

1984: Lukatela, Popadic. Ognjenovic and Turvey. 1980), and they 

support finding from authors who focused on examining word 

recognition processes with other languages with shallow 

orthographies (e. g., Tabossi and Laghî. 1992: Sebastiih-Galles. 1991). 

The results of this study indicate that the ODH needs to be re- 

evaluated more carefully. (b) Attained reading skilis in the native 

language correlate with reading skiiis in a second language. (c) There 

are simüarities in reading processes across the orthographies. (d) 

Speed of naming may represent (or be W e d  with) an underlying 

variable that is important for word recognition and text 

comprehension in both languages; dffferences between the 

participants may be explained in tems of developmentd and 

individual ciifferences in naming speed or variable linked with it. 



Impiications 

One of the results indicates that accuracy and speed of naming 

letters is the most signiRcant predictor of text comprehension. and 

that speed of narning letters is highiy related to speed in naming 

words and pseudowords in English. These results may indicate the 

importance of considering not only accuracy, but also speed when 

evaluating or assessing reading in L2. The effects of intervention 

regarding this variable must be empiricaiIy determined. Yet, the 

results of this study also suggest that good readers in their native 

language wiIi acquire reading skilis more easily in a second language 

than poor readers. Poor readers may stay poor readers unless 

additional attention is paid to the development of efficient (i. e., 

accurate and fast) word recognition processes. 

IinpIîcations for Future Research 

Although much attention has been paid to the influence of 

the orthography on reading processes. the results are inconsistent. 

and more research is needed with languages with shaüow 

orthographies before there wiii be a ciearer account of the influence of 



orthographic depth on reading processes. As research on second 

language reading still relies on the theories of reading in a first 

language [first language being rnostly Engiish), it is necessary likewise 

to proceed to investigate the area of second language reading with 

English and other languages . 
This study was conducted with a srnail sample of Croatian 

children without Engiish controls. It is necessary to replicate this 

research with a larger sample. more difficult tasks and differently 

designed stimuli (e.g., semantic priming, Engbsh irregular words and 

pseudowords. letter case alternation) in order to corroborate these 

results and obtain additionai insfght on reading processes in Croatian 

and other orthographies. 
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Appendices 



Exampie of Printed Text in the Roman Alphabet 

D u p  su se na tenli s njcrnackim osiguunnjern i na koncu 
sklopili sporjzurn. Otvorili SU PoStansku Jtedionicu, sa sje- 
distem u Beogradu, preko koje su n a 3  mogli dobivati pcnzije. 
Valjda je u tom Baogradu bio Jtos. Za'rnog mtu, koji se na- 
lui0 na poln pum izmcdu hlünchena i Beognda, novac je sti- 
wo ÎZ Munchcna u Beopnd. p3 tck onda, tegda- negda, na- 
ci38 u Dgrcb, umanjen w proviziju. Ubrto su mi bili jasni 
oni kotîCiCi, koji su mi tadû, kad mi je prijatelj objdnjamo, 
ncdos tajali. 

Nism M o  vjerovati da jc sve uko prizemno. Bio sam. 
srem Jto su uop& nes'to dozvolili, jer se moj tata naglo psi- 
hiCki oponvio, jer nije bio niku izpubio sasWn uwiud. A i 
skinura je b i k  hipoteh UdajniM naroda s n s i h  ghva i moglo 
se nekako disa ti. G3smrbajtenma se naglo poQlo i ~epati. 
Zvalo ih se .naSm ndnicinüi na privremenom radu u ino- 
zemstvwt, sa ~eSrdn0m Zetjom da umo o s m u  dofivotno, a 
da ommo familiji Liju devizne doznake preko PoSunske Jte- 
dionice, Beognd. Da je osula Savka, doznake bi iS1e preko 
Kredime banke, Zageb, a gsmrbajteri bi n Beognd i dalje 
biii izdajice naroda, dapace, ustaSe, p d t o  su vetinorn bili 
Hm ti- 

U mom amatenkorn h l i ? i t u  poale su se dogada ti  Cud- 
ne saari Peur, novi Kreont, postajao je sve mnovoljniji i 
mnovoljniji. Nakon Mi3kove smni, on je postao glava amam- 
bla, veC po tradiciji, jer se smatralo da je glumac, koji glumi 
An tigonu, dovoIjno op tereCen samom nasiornom rolom, da bi 
se mogao baviti i organhcijskh posiovima. U naSem ansam- 
biu, jedino je Antigona mogla bili zaokupljena iskijufivo so- 
bom. Svi o s a  smo imali i dodatne zadatke. Ja sm, na prim- 
jer, bio tadu2en za tektualni dio plakauî, koji se mijenjao sa- 
mo s vremena na Mijeme, tj. kad je ponestajaio starih,.pa su - 
se ionako morali raditi mvi. Oada bismo mijenjaii i sam &- 
gied i teks plakata, 

Kreonta je wijek zapadaia duikost ugovaranja predstad 
i prikupljanja finanaja za rekvizira. Uvijek sam, kad bi Kre- 
ont Ziv&tno urlikao da moramo paziti na rekviPta, jer nema- 
mo n o m  za nom, govorio a t o  ne organizira predstavu na 
U ~ U U  u Namdnu baaky  b s u  bunu, pa ne bismo morali to- 
liko paziti da nam ne pahe  koji stup od SperploEe i pukne, 
jer bûmo i d  na koje b h o  se mogü i nasloniti, a 



Example of Printed Text in the QTUUC Alphabet 

ca O C H O B ~  eneMeHma y BOAN, Ba- 
wyxy, o m y  wnw nog ~ ~ , M B O M  H ca BE- 
x o e ~ ~ ~ ~ a j ~ w a ,  ~ o j e  cy ' y C B ~ K O M  rna- 
36any ynpyxeHe Ha npynx Haqinr. 

npourno je nyro epe,ireaa omsaKo ca*L 
syo OBY npmy. DITO ce mxe ,  seTpom 
cy MJI nyro n p a n ~  K 6weianw ~ o c m  
omna, ja mxwa m c a ~  saxeneo aa 
o c m  ceoje R e o m e  aa-r EI oee ocra- 
ne TPW ReoIIEEqe Hamer KeapTeTa. %- 
mrno MW ce Ra je Mat~acajma npma cy- 
awrne cnomeaa a R H C ~ M  joj sepomo, 
Kao m o  He sepyje~ na he qamo >KH- 

sem o m  K O ~ H  mcy VJM rnyxe HeRe- 
he.  AH, a ~ o  BK c a ~ a  = n e  cyjesepm 
a ae 6ojwe ce  KW B ~ M  qpaa Mama 
npebe n y ~ ,  ae s ~ a ~ e  H H K ~  mje mi cyje- 
sepHa spHa blasa . . . 

T a o  caM csqao y Ksapwry Ha CBOM 

~ ~ o n o w e n y  og6pajajyfiir HoroM T ~ K T  H 
T ~ K O  y MaTeMammcy. Mpeq - p a m o  
~y3-e 3 a ~ o ~ e  H e   BOA^^ 6 p q  O PO- 
p&SY 6pojesa K O ~ H  cadaea jy  q o -  
SeTBpTEHCKE HJIH K O ~ H  w p  PirraM. 
Cae je, HapaBso, ~cnano  noTaMzm, ~ 3 -  

69 ' 



Text Comprehensian Croatian (texcornpc) 

Jonathan osjeti da mu je ovo novl dom 1 da je dobmdoSao. Bio je to 
za njega veUk dan. nego / a i i  se izlaska sunca vîge nîje sjeho. 
Slnene pnma o b d  udarajuCi kWma da b1 se na- zaustavlo. a / 
pa zatim se lagano spusti na pjeSi5an.t Zal. Niti / i dru@ su 
gdebovi sletjeii. î l i  / al i  ni jedan nije zamahnuo ni jeQiim percem 
svojih M a .  Njihali su se na vjetru Siroko isptuzenih M a .  a / i 
onda nekako Eudno promijenili W b  perJa. Blla je to Eudna 
vjeStIna, pa / a i i  je Jonathan blo sume umorari da 1 sam pokuSa. 
&ceCl na obalf. pa / i daije bez rijea. zaspi. 

Neki je glas pmgovorio. fnila zasviraa iza kazaiista; pojavIo se 
Earobnjak. Imao je turban i / a bfjelu bradu i / a kao da Je le nje 
izïaziîa rije& Pa / a ta rfj& Je stvarala &mban Zrvot u toj zlatnoj 
zemlp polaZenoJ u dno Stale, uz hrapav ad s kojcga su los vlslli 
stmkovî sljena. 

IgraU su ëlstu tgni. bez dnigog ciija osim da igra..u, pa / i Mla je to 
Woiija nad ihrolijamii. gdje / i se movi daju  iz giazbe i / niti 
&ve od nje. Nego / a taJ Je nejasni sajet ZLvlo. neukmtiJv, tamo 
gdje Je leMo. ni / 1 sude& PO nemini 8ito ga je izamao na 
neshvaujiv mi%. vidpa je b a .  skrivala nevidljfvu. 

Jonathan je revm vjdb9o. od ranafutra prîjc Maska sunca niti / 
pa do p0Sfl.e pmo&. Nego / a onda jednog dana. dok je 
zatvorenïh mju stajao na oball. koncentrira.& se. Jonathan je 
ipienada shvatlo 6to / nego mu je Mto reEeno. 



U pustîn. je €&ca Eaja piak da si dobrodo&o h o  prijatelj. 1 / di 
mf smo bili posIu2eIII Eajem. Bedufnl znaju da prkjatelja nikada 
nije dovoljno. KoUo puta su jedan drugome pntZall niku u nevolji 
alt / f ta je pomoC Eesto otrgnula nekoga nevoljnlka iz ledenog 
zagrijaja smrtr. 



Text Comprehension English (texcompE) 

A Safari Park is a very large open space where / because 
you can see a lot of wiid animals roaming around. There are 
many Safari Parks in Great Britain. One of the largest is Wobum. 
Most of the animais there are imported from Afkica. It is fun to 
see all those animals walldng around. They all look friendly 
although / but they are dangerous. People have to follow the 
instructions which / where they can see all over the park. 
Monkeys are tremendously curious about anything unusual and 
particularly about human activity. They take a great interest in 
the cars which / because drive through the park. and often 
jump on to them in their excitement. Younger visitors enjoy 
Pets' Corner very much. Where / there they can  play with srnail 
animals m e  guinea pigs. young lions. ponies and lambs. 

Cricket is the most popular garne in England among boys and 
man they / who play it on cricket pitches. The players use bats 
made of wood and hard balis made of leather. If / but the baii 
hits a player, he can be badly injured. 

Where / there are more than twenty bridges over the Thames in 
London today. Untii 1749 there was only one bridge because / 
which was called London Bridge. The old London Bridge looked 
very strange so / because there were houses and shops on it 
and / or the water did not flow quickly under the bridge. The 
second London Bridge was built in the 19th century. The 
present London Bridge which / therefore is very modem, was 
opened to the t r a c  in 1973. 



Most people because / who work in Centrai London have their 
homes in the suburbs or / but outside tom.  They travel to work 
between 76:30 and 9:30 am. That / which time is called "rush 
hour". In the airport buildings there / whete are a lot of offices 
but / because you c m  get fnformation and buy plane tickets. 

People have to drive carefully in busy streets but / or roads 
which / when the t r a c  is heavy. in the busy streets near the 
schools you can see a woman or a man with a special traffic sign 
which / because looks like a lollipop. This person helps the 
children to cross the street. 



Word Naming Croatlan (wordC) 

safian 

cirkus 

Zagreb 

mfesec 

doktor 

pastir 

zdenac 

prizor 

vojnik 

bolest 

zaklon 

Jagiac 

m a k  

maslac 

ogrtae 

plakat 

prozor 

PO- 

stalak 

leptir 

snijeg 

vuUcan 

djebk 

parket 

cafnür 

Stakor 

nadov 

Spinat 

giagoI 



Word Naming English (wordE) 

winter 

pocket 

circus 

summer 

window 

father 

letter 

carpet 

rocket 

writer 

waiter 

tunnel 

danger 

season 

hunger 

silver 

dinner 

doctor 

carro t 

sister 

garden 

butter 

monkey 

coffee 

parent 

Monday 

pistol 

basket 

powder 

robber 



Pseudoword Naming Croatian (pseudoc) 

lehtir 

vopnik 

djecik 

vuskan 

masluc 

bragno 

susrep 

capnik 

jeglac 

safi in 

kulnik 

ga-P 

mnijeg 

saptaz 

g r a s e  

golest 

mjekec 

kravir 

lesint 

bopest 

slatno 

korost 

faklon 

plista 

gi- 

wagol 

s ~ a t  

zdedac 

grima 



Appendix VITI 

Pseudoword Narning Engiish (pseudoE) 

wimter 

pockit 

cipcus 

gummer 

windor 

lettar 

fathen 

robbor 

powdir 

carget 

ricket 

priter 

fogure 

tumpel 

pang== 

seaion 

dinnor 

hurger 

dector 

pungle 

sisper 

girden 

butner 

ronkey 

pirent 

mogday 

sitven 

pistoh 

baskel 

botkle 



A~oendbl 

Lexical Decislon Croatian (lexdecc) 

P- 

p d a k  

susret 

korist 

pol3eb 

fantom 

eetvrt 

centar 

eovjek 

deUn 

sjever 

konvoj 

koshtr 

kolnik 

susret 

majmun 

svemir 

sanduk 

prapiok 

M a k  

susrep 

koript 

podreb 

fabtom 

ktprt 

cuntar 

Sovjek 

drlAn 

sjeveg 

gonvoj 

koptur 

kolnig 

susrep 

mejmun 
# 

Svemar 

sanpuk 



Lexical Decision English (IexdecE) 

dollar 

button 

fellow 

secret 

corner 

rabbit 

bottom 

ribbon 

fùture 

second 

result 

figure 

pencil 

cotton 

cowboy 

border 

f o l k  

bitton 

feglow 

seeret 

comek 

rabtit 

botkom 

ribbun 

puture 

pecond 

resilt 

fogure 

pehcil 

cottor 

cowbon 

bordur 

jongle 

planut 



Means,Standard Deviations and t-Test for LDT According to the 
Position of a Real Word in Each Item 

1 Croatian 



A~pendix X I I  

Scatterplot for Speed for P a d e l  Variables in Croatian and Engîish 

Matrix Scatterplot 

t SLC 






